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Iron Pony Pub
Tightens Reigns
-By Sean Dougherty-
Ni-ws Editor
The Iron Pony Pub will not be chang-
ing its regulations in the near future. In-
stead it will be making a more eoncious
effort to enforce them.
The Pub's current Service Bar Con-
tract stipulates that no alcohol may be
served at the bar. and that waiters and or
waitresses must serve patrons within a
restricted area. No alcohol may be taken
out of the restricted area, and, of course,
all patrons must be 21 years of age. ID's
are to be checked against a birthday list
of Trinity students kept in the Pub.
Enforcement of Connecticut's legal
drinking age limitations has always been
Ihe chief problem of the Pub. "We need
to get a stronger commitment from our
workers," said Josh Bewlay, the Pub's
student manager. According to JoAnn
Pulver, Assistant Dean of Student Ac-
tivities, the Pub had to, "relieve two of
our staff of their duties," because they
were caught serving minors or serving
alcohol directly from the bar. Both
Bewlay and Pulver understand the social
pressure to ignore the rules. "It's a tough
job. I wouldn't want to do it if I were a
worker," said Bewlay.
An attempt to instill a feeling of re-
sponsibility to the rales into the workers
is being made. Bewlay has written up a
contract, to be signed by each worker,
that Mates all the rules the workers
agreed to when they took the. job of bar-
tender. "This is the firstyear we have se-
riously tried to enforce the rules [at the
Pub]," said Bewlay. "We made a push
first semester, and had periods when
enforcement was [satisfactory]. When
enforcement is on and off, however, it
isn't working at all." Bewlay feels that
the agreement will make the workers,
"know the gravity of issues," involved in
working at the Pub.
The limitation of only allowing 21
year olds to sit in the restricted area is
being questioned right now. The Service
BarContract only stipulates that there be
control over alcohol being passed by
legal drinkers to minors. If Pulver can he
reasonably assured that alcohol is not
being passed, then the restricted area can
be expanded to fill the entire Cave. "If
we could provide controls, then we
wouldn't need the ropes," said Pulver.
The fear that alcohol may be passed to
minors led to the restriction of the drink-
ing area to 21 year olds originally. That
restriction was never seriously enforced
in the past.
Pulver intended to experiment with
an enlarged serving area during the re-
cent Lip Synch contest held last Thurs-
day, but not enough people showed up
for the event to perform the lest. "We
had a small enough crowd in the Pub to
the keep the restricted area small. We
widened it a little. I really thought it
would be packed but it wasn't."
Pulver arranged to have patrons'
hands stamped to identify legal drink-
ers. "We did that [the stampingl so that
we could prove to any state inspectors
that we have cheeked their id's. That al-
lowed us let drinkers sit just outside the
restricted area," said Pulver.
"The next time we have a band or a
big event we'11 try the experiment again.
We'll serve people as long as we can
keep it in control," concluded Pulver.
Bewlay added that students can be of
help by not trying to order from the bar,
but instead sitting in the restricted area
and trying to get the attention of the bar
from there. "[Observing the rules] is to
everyone's benefit. No one wants the
Pub closed," said Bewlay. The Iron Pony Pub will make another attempt to comply with Connecticut liquor laws. Photo by Dave Copland
Subliminal Sex & Death In Advertising
-By Elizabeth Horn-
Wen :s Writer
Over three hundred students crowded
into McCook Auditorium on the eve-
ning of March 9 to learnr-about "Sub-
liminal Seduction," the subject of a
TCAC sponsored presentation by Dr.
William Bryan Key.
Dr. Key offered a lecture, slide show,
and question and answer session to ex-
plain how advertising media use sub-
liminal stimuli to manipulate our pur-
chasing and political decisions.
Considered the leading authority on
Subliminal Seduction in advertising,
Dr. Key holds a doctorate in Communi-
cations Studies, has headed his own re-
search consulting firm, and has taught
and lectured at colleges across the coun-
try. Dr. Key is the author of three
widely-selling books on subliminal
manipulation: Subliminal Seduction,
Media Sexploitation. and'/V/c Clam-
Plate Orgy.
Key began the presentation with a
brief introduction about his work with
subliminal stimuli, saying, "Nobody
knows how or why this stuff works but it
will effect behavior." He explained that
the ads may only effect you weeks later,
as the brain is only 1/1000 conscious of
what it has seen. Dr. Key then pro-
ceeded with an hour and a half long
series of si ides as illustrations.
The initial slide in the series was not
an advertisement but a picture of en-
twined flowers. Dr. Key pointed out the
word S-E-X spelled in large letters iit
the white .space of the painting, a simple
example of the sort of subliminal mes-
sages found in many advertisements.
Dr. Key then presented a slide of a
national advertisement for Betty
Crocker Super Moist Cake. The ad
shows an artfully carved slice of cake
below the slogan "MMMMMoister!"
While the audience pondered what sex-
ual image could possibly be hidden in
this familiar picture. Dr. Key magnified
the slide to expose female genitalia
sculpted in the frosting. Key explained
that he had brought this picture to a
professor who found it correct enough
in anatomical detail to appear in a text-
book.
Several of the slides presented
were advertisements for alcohol. Dr.
Key explained that alcohol marketers
use images of death and destruction to
perversely appeal to one's own death
wish and to triggerthe depression which
could lead to consuming the alcoholic
product. As an initial example, Dr. Key
offered an ad for Chivas Regal, revealing
at first glance only a bottle of the liquor, a
tumbler of ice cubes and the drink, and a
folded Wall Street Journal. Magnifica-
tion revealed several skulls, screaming
faces, a robed Jesus figure, and two fig-
ures engaging in sexual activity. Ads for
Tanqueray Gin and Johnnie Walker ex-
posed similarskufls, agonized faces, and
sexual imagery.
Key also revealed the phallic images
in ads for beef and Parkay Margarine, the
'orgy' taking place among the fried
clams in an ad for a Howard Johnson's
clam dinner, and the word S-E-X spelled
in the parsley of this ad.
Among the more controversial of Dr.
Key's slides wasaTIME magazine cover
of Gaddafi, in svhich Key traced the
words S-E-X and K-I-L-Lonthe painting
of Gaddafi's face. Anothereontroversial
ad featured was one for Miss Clairol hair
color showing an attractive, smiling
mother with her young daughter under
the heading "Does She or Doesn't She?"
"She Still Does!" Key pointed out that
this highly successful ad hints at child
molestation by showing the mother's
hand pushing up her daughter's pinafore
dress while the other hand stays just out
of sight. Key hypothesized that the hint
of a taboo subject makes this ad memo-
rable. "It hypes up the perceptual sig-
nificance of the ad," Key said.
Stills from a television ad for Honda
Scooters showed messages being
flashed between the frames, including
"What If I'm Captured?", "Should I
Pierce My Ear?" and "Are They Laugh-
ing At Me?" While Key allowed that
these were not strictly subliminal mes-
sages because half of a given audience
could recognize them, he presented the
ad as indicative of how subliminal mes-
sages are inserted.
After the slide show Key fielded ques-
tions from the audience. In response to a
question about why subliminal seduc-
tion is used, Key said, "Ninety-eight to
ninety-nine percent of national ads use
subliminal messages. So many use it
that an ad must have it to be noticed."
Key concluded the discussion by
touching on the more grave implications
of subliminal manipulation, including
its role in political campaigns and the
linking of suicide messages in certain
rock lyrics with several teenage deaths.
Trinity To Sponsor SNCC
Conference During April
-By Gregory Poitras-
World Outlook Editor
E
' lie Pierce, a perennial team leader, will be needed tohelp the Bants during T
rebuilding year. See story on page 14. File Photo
From April 14-16 Trinity will be
sponsoring a conference on the history
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinat-
ing Committee (SNCC). "This will not
simply be an exercise in nostalgia.
Enough years have passed so that we
can now take an unsentimental view of
the events of the 1%0's and the success
and failures of SNCC. It is ;\ serious
error to sentimentalize or romanticize
the events of any historical period. We
certainly do not want to commit this
error as we re-appraise the tumultuous
196()'s,"says Professor Jack Chatficld,
co-organizer of the SNCC Conference.
SNCC grew out of the sit-in move-
ments of I960 and wa.s originally
founded to coordinate efforts to destroy
segregation in the south. Founded at
Shaw University, Raleigh, North Caro-
lina, in the spring of I960, SNCC's
original goal of orchestrating civil
rights activism evolved to direct partici-
pation in such efforts.
In 1961, SNCC shifted its attention
from sit-ins to voter registration. By the
end of 1961, SNCC had begun to firmly
establish its voter registration efforts in
southwest Georgia and Mississippi.
Key SNCC leaders such as Charles Sher-
rod, Bob Moses, and Bernard Lafayette
guided these activities in the hostile envi-
ronment of the segregated South. Bob
Moses has expressed his sincerest hope
to attend the conference and Sherrod and
Lafayette will definitely be here til Ihe
conference.
The turning point in SNCC's history
occurred in 1964 when SNCC, in coop-
eration with other civil rights groups,
challenged the seating of the white Mis-
sissippi delegation to the Democratic
National Convention held in Atlantic
City, New Jersey. This group formed to
challenge the Democratic party was
named the Mississippi Freedom Demo-
cratic Party (MFDP). MFDP was a
highly organized party consisting pri-
marily of blacks who challenged the
Democratic party's entitlement to repre-
sent blacks in Mississippi. MFDP cited
the racial barriers that inhibited the right
of blacks to vote or even register to vote
in Mississippi as justification of their
appeal.
MFDP's challenge to have its own
delegates seated in the Mississippi dele-
gation was reduced by a compromise, in
part worked out by the supporters of
Lyndon Johnson, in which MFDP would
be allowed to seat two delegates. Feeling
their original goal betrayed, MFDP re-
fused to agree to the compromise and
stormed out of Atlantic City.
The Freedom Summer of 1964 saw
an influx of white northern SNCC activ-
ists flooding the South to participate in
the voter registration drives. That same
summer, three SNCC volunteers were
killed by while racists in Mississippi
who were opposed to their efforts.
SNCC grew restless at the repeated fail-
ures of the federal government to protect
its members from the hostile reactions it
drew from the South. The Black Power
philosophy was a product of this mount-
ing frustration within SNCC. SNCC
questioned whether its goal should be
the encouragement of the formation of
independent black political groups
rather than relying upon coalitions with
what they increasingly saw as un-
trustworthy whites within and outside
SNCC.
Many interesting developments in the
United States have brought the Civil
Rights movement into the historical
spotlight. A major television documen-
tary, Eyes on the Prize , narrated by
Julian Bonds, who will attend the SNCC
conference, has recently been released.
The documentary was produced by
Henry Hampton of Blackside Produc-
Continued on Page 4
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Editorial
Trinity has really outdone itself this time. One has to wonder
what the administration was thinking when they removed all stu-
dents housed in Wiggins, only to leave the building vacant." At a
school which is already having problems meeting its undergraduate
housing needs, this seems more than a little foolish. Sure, the Vernon
Street dorm was supposed to be completed, but it was apparent to
everyone involved that construction was falling well behind sched-
ule. Meanwhile, as construction on the new 125 bed edifice plods
along, Wiggins remains unoccupied.
Didn't the administration think to have the project evaluated
before they asked everyone to move out? While Residential Services
would like to change the layout of the building to encourage more hall
life, this could have waited until the end of the year. It is this kind of
short-sightedness which can really hurt a school the size of Trinity. So
why not follow the logical solution and allow the residents to return
to their rooms?
Well the students took care of that option. I hope that the
students who managed to inflict $51,000 in damage on the building
enjoyed themselves. As Siu-Chim Chan, Director of Buildings and
Grounds, pointed out in last week's issue of the Tripod, you really
have to try hard to inflict that much damage on a dorm. Vice
President Tom Smith summed it up best when he proposed that all
students who are this intelligent, "be suspended until they mature."
It is also important to remember that even if students hadn't
destroyed Wiggins, the building would still remain unoccupied.
Why? Because the administration underestimated the final cost of
renovating the dorm. Instead of deciding to abandon the scheduled
renovations, thereby keeping much-needed housing unoccupied
indefinitely, perhaps the administration can save some of the cost of
renovations by renovating Wiggins without turning it into another
section of Crescent Village.
In case Residential Services has not noticed over the past
three semesters, student reaction to Crescent Village has been less
then favorable. In fact, Little has been the butt of more jokes than Gary
Hart. Does the "Pink Hacienda" call to mind any fond remem-
brances? Remembering trying to explain it to your parents as they
walked by? As to Ms. Dow's desire to include more common
bathrooms and encourage hall life in Wiggins, it should be remem-
bered that most students who choose to live in Wiggins, or any of the
other cooking units for that matter, do so because of the privacy
allowed by the set-ups of such dorms. No t everyone enjoys waiting in
line for a community shower which is usually moldy and runs out of
water pressure. Nor do all students enjoy the kind of "hall life" best
exemplified by keg parties which spill (both literally and figuratively)
into the hallway and whose remains must be walked over or through
in order to merely leave one's room. As a former resident of a cooking
unit, I could go on and on about it's virtue in comparison with life in a
'regular' dorm. However, this is neither the time nor the place.
Thanks to the brilliant teamwork of the students and admini-
stration, it appears that we will have to wait some time before
Wiggins' ugly red brick and broken windows are converted into soft
pastels on a spanking new facade.
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Crow:Tripod Irresponsible?
To the Editor,
Once again the Tripod is guilty of
irresponsible journalism...if you can
even call it journalism. I have been
taught that people should not always
believe what they read. That lesson is
certainly applicable here. The manner in
which the Tripod portrayed the Alpha
Chi Rho Fraternity is beyond reproach.
This letter specifically addresses,
among others, the article "Drunken
Brawl Erupts Between Crow And
Syracuse Pike Brothers."
Whoever is responsible for the title of
this article obviously did not read the ar-
ticle itself. "Brawl?" The article states
that Security Director Rucci said, "It
wasn't a brawl perse. The fight was over
very quickly...I would say it lasted no
more than five minutes. Brawls usually
continue on and involve police interrac-
tion." In fact, all the police did was break
up the fight. Director Rucci continues,
"the students cooperated pretty well and
broke up as soon as police arrived.
That's why there were no arrests and no
one was reported injured (emphasis
added)." What is wrong here? Is it that
the Tripod does not have faith in Direc-
tor Rucci's experienced judgement?
The fact that the title singled out only
"Crow And Syracuse Pike Brothers" is
another inaccurate statement. The ar-
ticle reported that "a fight involving
approximately 200 students erupted on
Vernon Street..." We currently have 39
active brothers on campus while 4 are
studying abroad. Two brothers left cam-
pus before that uneventful evening.
Therefore, a worse case senario of the
melee involved 37 Crow brothers. Un-
official reports estimate there were a
total of 50-60 visiting Pike brothers not
only from Syracuse but also from Cor-
nell, RPI, and other schools. At best 100
people were involved in the activities of
February 26. What happened to the
other 100 people? The initial 200 people
estimated came from a Security report.
Did they over estimate by 100 people?
We seriously doubt it. Did Crow, all 37
of us, take on 150 people? We would be
crazy to think we could. The fact of the
matter is many non-Crow students were
involved. Anyone who witnessed the
incident could attest to this fact.
The brothers of Crow also resent that
the word "Drunken" was used. This
word infers that everyone involved was
intoxicated. Many brothers were not
drunk, and a few had not even been
drinking. Who in the hel! titled this
article? It is full of inaccurate and blat-
ently false information. It is not even
consitent with the article itself. Do the
Tripod editor/reporters fully investi-
gate events before they publish harmful
information on them? Do they realize or
even care about the repercussions Crow
will face? If this letter sounds angry, it
is! We have enough problems as it is.
We have to deal with an administration
that we feel neither likes our organiza-
tion nor treats us through objective eyes.
It should be quite apparent that the
Tripod has made some extremely poor
and lazy choices. It is our hope that the
Trinity community will reevaluate
Crow's involvement in the activities of
February 26. We feel it would be a grave
injustice if the administration, faculty,
staff, alumni, and students hold the inci-
dent, as reported by the Tripod, against
us. The overall portrayal of Alpha Chi
Roh by the Tripod in general is incon-
sistent with the actual ethos and sub-
stance of the fraternity. We welcome a
response to this letter by the editors or
anyone else. By the way, we found the
picture of our house on the front page of
this week's Tripod very flattering.
Thank you for the exposure.
Sincerely,
John Germain
President
Originally, I considered writing an
editorial urging the administration to
evaluate Crow's participation in the
"melee" of February 26 very carefully.
Now, however I see that perhaps I was
wrong. Your letter shows at some length
that you disapprove of the Tripod's
word choice, hut is a little shallow. Per-
haps we were wrong when we termed
your altercation with the members of
other Pike chapters a brawl, but I think
not. Security Director Rucci does not
think that a fight which began on the
porch of the Crow house and then "ex-
tended down Vernon Street" constitutes
a brawl. That is his opinion. It would
appear that you were more lazy ami
derelict than the Tripod staff, for the
word brawl is defined as "a noisy quar-
rel or fight" The term you prefer to
characterize the altercation is melee,
which means either "the confused,
hand-to-hand fighting in a pitched
battle," or "a violent free-for-all." Suit
yourself.
In addition you take issue with the use
of the word "drunken." You've pro-
vided us with a firm skip on the wrist for
thinking thai the influence of alcohol
may have had something to do with a
fight between visiting students search-
ing for a party, and members of a frater-
nity which had just hosted a party. In
fact, one would hope that there was some
extenuating circumstance other than
sheer stupidity.
It is quite apparent from the letter that
Crow feels it is being persecuted by the
administration. Perhaps your fraternity
would not feel this way if it did not have
such a checkered past. The Tripod ar-
ticle reported that the fight occurred
when members of a visiting fraternity
attempted to enter your house against
your wishes. Nowhere does the article
imply that the incident was Crow's fault.
The confusion over just how Crow per-
ceives the incident is readily apparent
from other materials which were submit-
ted to the Letters section.
Avoid Sour Grapes
To the Editor,
I would like to call your attention to a
serious problem taking place in the agri-
cultural sector today.
California grape growers use 8 mil-
lion pounds of over 130 different pesti-
cides annually. Pesticides are poisonous
and there is no such thing as a safe
pesticide. Testing of pesticides is inade-
quate to determine whether they cause
cancer, birth defects, or chronic effects,
or affect genetic material (DNA). In ad-
dition to these damages inflicted on
humans, extensive ecological damage is
done to many forms of wildlife.
In 1985, over 1500 cases of work-
related pesticide poisonings were re-
ported in California. The actual number
of poisonings is thought to be much
higher, in the area of 300,000 nation-
wide. Federal and state regulatory agen-
cies have consistently ignored the issue
of protection of the farm workers. The
result of this is continuous episodes of
poisoning with the same chemicals un-
der the same circumstances. The five
most dangerous pesticides are: methyl
bromide, parathion, Phosdrin, Dinoseb,
and Captan. A boycott is being organ-
ized in many places (including Trinity
College) to bring an end to the substan-
tive evils represented by the use of these
and other pesticides in the California
grape industry.
Well, you might protest (as it seems
everyone else is these days), I'm not a
grape-picker, a fish, or a bald eagle, so
what do I care? The danger is much more
far-reaching than just these groups.
Every grape you eat is a potential car-
cinogen. The EPA and FDA have set up
tests to measure "safe" levels of carcino-
gens on foods sold to the general con-
sumer. The notion of a "safe" level oi
carcinogens is about as valid as a notion
of a "safe" level of cyanide intake. Wit
the plight of California farm workers
and wildlife aren't enough to stir you
into action, maybe you own personal
welfare will be.
A coordinated national boycott can
impose a ban of the five aforementioned
pesticides and initiate a new program oi
poisonous residue testing on grapes sow
in stores. To do your part, all that is
necessary is to make a personal pledge iu
boycott grapes, tell friends about tnt
boycott, and watch for the film,' wrain
of Grapes" to be shown on campus in
weeks to come. It's time to do some-
thing about this problem, and you ad-
just the person to do it.
Thank you for you concern,
Adam Kohlhepp III
Environmental Media Coordinator
Trinity ConnPIRG
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Administration's Angry Response To Editorial
Dean Winer Indignant
David Winer writes: And I was
about to complement the Tripod for
keeping me accurately informed
about campus events during my ab-
sence! For twelve years my relation-
ship with reporters and editors has
been based on respect for ihe freedom
of the press and for the process as well
as the trust of individual Tripod rep-
resentatives with whom 1 have
worked. There have been weekly
meetings and frequent telephone calls
during which information, ideas, and
suggestions have been provided.
Most information was for public con-
sumption; however, on occasion,
comments necessarily have been off
the record.
It is "news" to me that there has
been a violation of trust. The editorial
of March X reports an alleged rape,
which never occurred, and the sup-
posed subversion of an implied agree-
ment to trade information in return for
keeping certain stories private. I have
never made any such agreement with
the newspaper and I never will. Nor do
1 recall any member of the Tripod at-
tempting to make that arrangement
with me.
Acting Dean Zannoni is in
charge of the Office of Dean of Stu-
dents this semester and she deserves
every consideration, including re-
spect for her decision to withhold cer-
tain information even though you may
disagree with that decision. Disagree-
ment is fine, ascribing irresponsibility
is not. Members of the Dean's Office
are not merely conduits for informa-
tion, but professionals who are ex-
pected to make judgements in the best
interests of the individuals involved
and the Institution. Dean Zannoni has
made the decision to withhold certain
facts and she has my support. If
charges are to be leveled about earlier
events, please have the decency to
contact the appropriate people before
writing untruths and irresponsible
opinions; that is basic to good journal-
ism.
The Dean of Student's obliga-
tion, moral or any other kind, is not to
reveal everything to the Tripod. But,
if it were necessary to disseminate
information to the entire Trinity com-
munity, the Tripod is only one pos-
sible vehicle. There are other newspa-
pers, there is a student radio station
and the College has the ability to
communicate directly by stuffing
mailboxes.
I assume that this one situation is
an aberration and 1 look forward to a
continuation of positive relations in
the Fall.
Sincerely,
David Winer.
Vice President Smith Disquieted
Vice President Smith (as transcribed):
The Tripod's Editorial of March 8 made
several charges toward the Trinity Ad-
ministration in general and certain mem-
bers of it in particular.
1) That the administration is guilty of
sins against journalism
2) That the administration has asked the
Tripod not to report on events, that it has
additionally made no information avail-
able on other events. It makes no differ-
ence is the event in question is real or
rumored.
3) That administration withholds infor-
mation, and is immoral.
Smith's observations: Trading in futures
is as risky in journalism as it is in com-
modities. You and t know we are using
each other. I point you toward things I
am interested in and you become a ve-
hicle through which we [the administra-
tion] can communicate information. In-
formation is a commodity and we are
exchanging it. People can always find
facts in a small community. The prob-
lem is that the facts are seldom as inter-
esting as the rumors.
Our first sad fact is that there was no
rape. It was not a rape. What happened in
that case [that you referred to in your
editorial] is that two people, one a visitor
to the campus, had sex. Whatever hap-
pened, it was agreeable to both. That's
not rape. It is a disservice for a journal to
Tripod Answers Hail Of Criticism
The Tripod editor responsible for the
editorial was reached and submitted the
following response;
I'd like to respond to the criticisms of my
writing in order. Dr. Winer seems to feel
that because I referred to a level of trust
between the Tripod and himself, that
we must have some kind of formal
agreement. I meant to convey that we
trusted him to tell us the truth. We do.
He has never lied to us that I know of,
and I would shocked to learn that he had.
Our spiking that beer-throwing article
was a way of saying "We appreciate
how open you are with us and because
we respect your position we will not run
the story." I still consider a betrayal of
sorts not tell us about the alleged rape.
I did not say you had entered a formal
agreement with us. It is a fact we trusted
you. It is my opinion that we had an
informal agreement to keep each other
posted on what is going on on campus.
Neither of those statements are im-
proper for an editorial. I felt, and still
feel, that the Dean of Students Office
acted irresponsibly in not making more
details of the Jones Incident clear. That
is my opinion and is not improper for an
editorial. In no way did I violate "basic
good journalism" in my writing of that
piece.
Your final point, that if you really
wanted people on campus to be in-
formed of the details of incidents such as
the ones discussed in the editorial you
could do it through other student organs
is a weak one. No one I know listens to
the radio station on a regular basis, ex-
cept for a person who worked there.
There are no other newspapers on cam-
pus. There may be a few newsletters,
like the '89er, or magazines like Off-
hand, but no other newspaper. Stuffing
boxes? Who are you trying to kid? The
rest of your letter was an intelligent cri-
tique of my point of view, but the last
paragraph is ridiculous. You know as
well as I do that the only way to commu-
nicate an idea to the entire student body
is through the Tripod.
I realize that the decision to not dis-
cuss the incident arose from a desire to
protect an ostensibly innocent student. I
specifically made the point in my place
that that kind of reasoning .should be
stopped. It is your (and Vice President
Smith's) opinion that the individual
student's rieht to privacy is more impor-
tant than keeping the campus informed.
It isn't mine.
To Vice President Smith: There
MAY have been no rape. There was
definitely a story.
!) There was no confession. How did
anyone find out what happened and
where did the rape rumor start? Was
there enough alcohol involved to slur
anyone's memory of the incident or per-
haps impede.someone's consent? Is it
possible "date rape" occurred? All these
questions would be valid for the Tripod
to ask.
2) Both Dr. Winer and yourself asserted
that the individual's rights came before
those of the Tripod. You were both very
careful to make sure you always put the
conflict between the individual and the
Tripod. Remember that when you talk
to the Tripod you aren't just talking to
the one person, but the entire school.
Would you be as comfortable saying that
the Trinity community's interest isn't as
important as the individual's? Is it better
for every student at the College to be-
lieve their own version of the story or is it
better for the entire campus to know the
truth?
3) Your second to final point is that if I,
or another Tripod staffer, had worked
harder to find out what happened, we
wouldn't need to ask you anyway. Obvi-
ously, the Tripod didn't learn about the
incident right away. You did. The same
rumor you feel "damn" justified in pur-
suing is also news. Part of the point of
my editorial was to show how the rumors
operate on campus when the administra-
tion, armed with facts, doesn't act to
snuff them out. You don't really want us
relying on unofficial information to
write our stories. I still haven't done that
yet. That was an editorial, not an article.
If I wanted to write an article on the
incident using unofficial information,
that 1 could "diligently" research, I couid
have printed the one about the admini-
stration paying off the girl to keep her
quiet. Or the one about her being offered
money for an abortion if she became
pregnant. If you had reported the contro-
versy when it first occurred, such stories
never would have gotten started.
4) You are angry with me for accusing
you of being immoral. I am angry with
you for impugning my journalistic eth-
ics. I called the administration immoral
because the act that took place was
immoral and reprehensible, and hiding it
(in my view) compounds the immoral-
ity.
5) Your final point: the demand for an
apology. I'll take a stab. IF there was no
rape as described THEN I am sorry for
having written that there was. Not
enough details have been made available
to rule out the possibility of a date rape.
Additionally, because both Winer and
Smith are convinced that no rape took
place, in no way can the administration's
actions be considered morally deficient.
For that accusation, I apologize. You
were merely acting in the manner that
you considered best for the college. My
point that the Trinity community had a
right to know the truth behind the rumor,
even IF no rape occurred, still stands. I
didn't learn of the incident because I am
a Tripod staffer. I learned about it as a
student, became outraged as a student,
and asked why there had been no action,
as a student. My feelings can't be soli-
tary. I wrote the editorial because I was
outraged and, being a Tripod editor, I
was in the position to voice my views in
public. We disagree as to how much the
Trinity community has a right to know. 1
voiced that disagreement. That is the
purpose of editorial writing.
Sullivan Misguided
To the Editor,
I was happy to see that substantial
thought went into Bill Sullivan's article
"C.I.A. Protesters Missed The Point".
However, I find it necessary to respond
as, unfortunately, Mr. Sullivan missed
the point of much of the protest.
Several issues brought up or inferred
to by Mr. Sullivan deserve more atten-
tion than space allows. These include;
the determination of legality or illegality
of C.I.A. actions, freedom of speech as it
applies to recruitment, and actions of
other colleges toward C.I.A. recruit-
ment. But at this time, perhaps it would
be best to look specifically at recruit-
ment at Trinity.
One of the arguments to come out of
events on Friday (an argument which
incidentfy was supported by some fac-
ulty members and protesters, and which
I believe Mr. Sullivan would support)
was that any organization that wishes to
recruit at Trinity should be allowed to
and it should be up to the students to then
decide if they wish to interview with an
organization. This position contends
that the school should not impose any
restrictions on the choices of students in
this matter.
One would argue along these lines
that if the college was going to structure
recruiting around this argument it
should: 1) abolish the discrimination
clause in the recruitment policy and 2)
say so without any kind of verification.
If you [the Tripod staff] had been dili-
gent you would have found out that what
was in the editorial wasn't even close to
the truth. There was no confessed rapist.
It is true that the person who was not a
rapist did not confess and was not ex-
pelled.
A numberof administrators are some-
times cal led on by students in distress for
advice, comfort, and support. That may
seem strange, but it is the case. Some-
times the distress is caused because the
person is the victim of another person
who has broken the campus law. Some-
times it's the law breaker. We're respon-
sible equally to both. We're responsible
to give good advice and support when
we can, to act when we know the facts
and get the facts when we don't know
them. Our primary role isn't to the
Tripod but to the individuals involved.
Our responsibility is to do whatever we
can to help is a person is eligible to return
to college, our responsibility is help him
continue with his life as a student here.
This is an academic institution and our
job is make it possible for students to be
students. If we don't give information to
the Tripod under these circumstances it
is simply becau.se ,in our order of priori-
ties, the individual rates higher than the
Tripod and is not immoral.
Yes we try to make the College look
good, but never at the expense of indi-
viduals. We want the College to have a
good reputation because we are judged
by it and our actions contribute to it.
Trinity students and graduates are
judged the same way. We could have
made the College look good by making
facts known, we knew what had hap-
pened within a few hours of the incident,
but in the interests of the individuals
involved we did not, and will not. [here
the Vice President was asked if he inves-
tigated all rumors of students having
sex] The Rumor persisted it was a rape,
damn right we'll investigate a rumor like
that!
We" 11 sacrifice what we consider to be
College reputation in the interest of indi-
vidual students. We have never had a
representative of any media complain
that we weren't open here, or that we
didn't tell them what we didn't want to
tell them.
Second to final point: I think you
editors have to give leadership and have
confidence in your writers and their ac-
curacy, veracity, and diligence and not
depend on us. We have to hold the
student's interest first and you'd be furi-
ous with us if we didn't. We have
multiple roles, and our relationships
with students are very complex.
Final Point: I want an apology, it is
necessary and you owe it. You went
without the facts and printed lies.
Editorial Confusing
To the Editor,
Rather than being angered or of-
fended by your editorial in the March
1 issue of the Tripod, I find myself
perplexed. What is it you were trying
to say? You meander from one sub-
ject to another with seemingly no
clear direction in mind. I think that
your title, 'Activists Hypocritical'
might give a cl tie as to the editorial's
subject matter. And in the second
paragraph you do state that the activ-
ists, "have not always been consistent
in their campaigns." So, it is reason-
able to assume that the content of your
article would support yourbold asser-
tion. However, this is not the case, as
evidenced by the random character of
the rest of the editorial. Let me try to
make some sense of it.
You are wrong to suggest that "ra-
cial slurs tacked onto a student's
door," have no place in a democracy.
Any opinion has a place in a democ-
racy, though racial slurs are, no doubt,
in poor taste. But to suggest that deter-
minations of moral guilt also have no
place, is not only near-sighted, but
reflects the soft-headed relativism
that plagues many American institu-
tions today, especially higher educa-
tion. Surely, you would agree that
many of the CIA's activities (desta-
bilization of foreign governments, as-
sassinations, coups, drug smuggling)
are not only morally reprehensible,
but also downright nasty. If we are not
to judge in matters of moral praise or
blame, who is? Perhaps as you sug-
gest, the presidential candidates are.
However, I see no reason to think that
they are any bettersuited to decide on
these matters than is the common
man.
Towards the end of the editorial,
you come more to the point of what
you want to say. You seem to think
that the liberal students on this cam-
pus are behind some great conspiracy
to undermine the very pillars of
American society. And if they had it
their way would dismantle the CIA
and let the heathen Commies run
amok and generally revel in secular
humanism. I assure you, we have
nothing of the sort in mind, We only
urge that American institutions not be
blindly taken on faith as being the
gospel of this country and merely
suggest a critical examination of them
along with some rational, level-
headed thinking.
I would like to question your
sources of the statement linking sup-
porters of Margaret Randall's case
with supporters of the "ban the CIA
movement." I would also like to ques-
tion its relevance.
As to your accusation of hypocrisy
on the part of the student activists, I
would only remind you that the CIA
has committed illegal acts worldwide
which your school could not possibly
condone, and thus the CIA itself for-
feits itsprivilegeto recruit on campus.
Not to mention the fact that the CIA is
just a nasty bunch of schoolboys to
begin with. If "the cherished vision of
freedom of speech has caused myopia
in the eyes of some," then it has
caused epilepsy of the tongue in your
case.
May I suggest in the future that you
take the time to plan what you want to
say more carefully as this last piece of
yours reflects poorly not only on
yourself, but tends to degrade the
quality of the Tripod as well.
Yours Sincerely,
Adam J. Rechnitz
put a halt to the screening of potential
recruiters. The current regulations ex-
clude some organizations from recruit-
ing at Trinity and limits the choices stu-
dents are allowed to make.
Personally, I feel that this could be a
defendable argument. However it over-
looks some basic facts about the recruit-
ment at Trinity. I think everyone real izes
that if a student wishes to interview with,
for example, the C.I.A., it is not neces-
sary to go through CareerCounseling. A
student can call any organization on his
or her own and obtain an interview.
Furthermore, recruiting at Trinity is not
and has never been open to just any
organization. It has always been subject
to an overview by Career Counseling.
That's why it's important to realize
when protesters said "recruiting is a
privilege, not a right" that's not neces-
sarily the way we wish it was, but the
way it is.
I hold that if the college is going to
practice an exclusionary recruitment
policy it should practice one which is
consistent with the goals of Trinity Col-
lege. This school should be as concerned
with systematic violations of national
and international law as it is with dis-
crimination, and should amend current
policy to that end.
Sincerely,
JimO'Loughlin '88
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Life On Other Planets
AMHERST- Due to recent alcohol re-
lated deaths of students on other cam-
puses, and worries overcollcge liability,
the Amherst College Council is propos-
ing the implementation of three new
amendments to their current Alcohol
Policy. The first places all responsibil-
ity on party sponsors to ensure that
Commonwealth laws on alcohol con-
sumption are adhered to. Second, the
Council proposes that any student found
convicted of driving under the influence
will be denied parking rights to the Col-
lege for the remainder of his enrollment.
And third, all advertisements for parlies
cannot mention the availability of alco-
hol, and must include a warning to stu-
dents not to drink and drive. Local
package stores will also be involved in
informing police with names of minors
who try to purchase liquor illegally.
UPitt- Arlene Seal, a former Assistant
Dean of Students at UPitt has filed a
Federal court lawsuit against the Univer-
sity on the grounds thai she was fired
from her post because of her investiga-
tions inlo the alleged use and sale of
marijuana by a counsellor in the Dean's
office. Seal says her dismissal was "part
and parcel of a concentrated effort to
conceal a serious drug problem involv-
ing the drug sale and the use of illegal
drugs within the University." The case is
expected to be held within a year and is
currently in pre-trial stages. (The
Amherst Student)
PRINCETON- On Feb. 6, 1988, two
eating club invitation parlies sent 39
students to the infirmary foralcohol poi-
soning. One student lapsed into a coma
and was reported to have a blood alcohol
level of .5. The graduate board of one of
the eating clubs has suspended the club
from serving alcohol for an indefinite
period of time. (The Amherst Student)
COLUMBIA- A Columbia College
senior was reported by the The Colum-
bia Daily to have applied for the then
vacant post for the President of Brown
University. The student sent in an
application and cover letter but has not
received any information from the Uni-
versity regarding his standing. In an-
other incident, a graduate student from
Columbia's School of Journalism put in
a bid of $1 for the purchase of the
struggling New York Post. (The
Amherst Student)
M1DDLEBURY- Approximately 2000
illegal long distance calls were made on
the College's new phone system when it
was discovered by a small number of
students that calls could be made at no
expense. Due to technical problems
students found that they could bypass
the College's phone network by dialing
9-8-1 and make long distance calls with-
out being billed. Fortunately, for the
College, all 2000 calls were recorded
along with information on the duration,
and origin of the call. The College only
suffered small losses and has currently
revamped the system so that unauthor-
ized calls cannot be made.
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE- A fire on
Tuesday, February 9, caused approxi-
mately $8000 worth of damage to one of
the College's dormitorites. The fire
damage was extensive because of the
fact that a fire alarm in one of the stu-
dents rooms had been disconnected and
only until smoke reached an operating
fire detector in another room did the
alarm sound. One fireman was taken to
the hospital to be treated for smoke inha-
lation while other students who did not
leave their rooms when the alarm sound
had to be helped out by fire officials.
According to slate law, removal of a
smoke detector is a misdemeanor pun-
ishable by up to three months in jail or
$500 fine.
Honors Society Earns
National Recognition
-ByDr. Clyde McKce-
Special to the Tripod
Recently, Ina Turner Gray, Execu-
tive Director of Pi Gamma Mu, the
International Honor Society in Social
Science, informed President James
English that Trinity's Connecticut
Alpha Chapter had been selected to
the Society's Roll of Distinction.
This honor, which is awarded to the
most active and successful chapters
throughout the United States, was
based on the Trinity chapter's out-
standing initiation program last year.
Established in 1924, Pi Gamma Mu
held its first national convention in
1928. By 1931 this honor society,
which has as its motto, "Ye shall know
the truth and the truth shall make you
free," had become a truly national or-
ganization with chancellors, vice
chancellors and governors represent-
ing 50 provinces, including the Phil-
ippine Islands.
Pi Gamma Mu differs from other
honor societies in that in addition to
"Ihe inclination of the ideals of schol-
arship, scientific attitudes and
method," it is committed to social
service and the study of social prob-
lems.
Last year 13 juniors and 24 seniors
from the social sciences (American
studies, Psychology, history, area
studies, sociology, economics, and
political science) were inducted.
Because this was Connecticut Alpha
Chapter's 50th Anniversary Celebra-
tion, two college presidents, nine fac-
ulty, five distinguished alumni, and
13 outstanding masters candidates
also were made members.
Professor Leslie De.smangles, a
past president of the Connecticut
chapter and Director of Trinity's area
studies program, was nominated by
the Trinity chapter and elected by the
National board of Directors to serve
as Governor of the State of Connecti-
cut, with responsibility for initiating
and nurturing the development of new
chapters.
This week the undergraduate mem-
bers of Pi Gamma Mu will elect offi-
cers, plan the initiation program, and
design the chapters schedule of activi-
ties for 1988. Faculty and students
interested in learning more about Pi
Gamma Mu should contact Professor
Clyde McKce, Chapter President.
Library Receives Large
Donation From SNET
-Press Release-
Southern New England Telecommu-
nications Inc. (SNET) has pledged
$60,000 to Trinity College on behalf of
Ihe library consortium of Trinity, Con-
necticut College on bellall of the library
consortium of Trinity, Connecticut Col-
lege, and Wesleyun University. Trinity
President James F. English Jr. an-
nounced today.
The grant will he used by the three
colleges in the automation of their li-
brary services. Since 19X7 the institu-
tions have been using a library computer
software system called NOTIS (North-
western Online Total lntergrated Sys-
tem), which provides library users on
each campus with an electronic "card
catalog" of all three collections.
The advantages of the computer sys-
tem include increasing the speed and
ease with which library users can locate
books, English says, Library users at
each college now have direct access to
the books at all three institutions and tire
able to borrow volumes through a spe-
cial intercampus book loan program. In
addition to expanding the resources
available to library patrons, the new sys-
tem is expected to save money and im-
prove library administration at the col-
leges in the consortium.
"The establishment of the Connecti-
cut College-Trinity-Wesleyan Library
Consortium and the installation of the
electronic card catalog is a wise sharing
of resources that SNET is particularly
pleased to assist, "says Trinity graduate
James Curtin, vice president and general
counsel of SNET. "The desire of the
Consortium members to better serve
their faculty and students through state-
of-the-art technology in communication
is a goal SNET supports wholeheart-
edly."
SNCC
Continued from Page 1
lions in Boston, who may be attending
the conference to colled material for
another such documentary.
Over twenty years have passed since
Ihe movement, and students have had an
opportunity to learn of the movement in
courses specifically geared to this topic.
One example for such enthusiasm for
this subject can be found in Rosa Parks'
visit to Weaver High School in Hartford
just weeks ago. Over 3,000 students and
adults attended her lecture, an obvious
signal that the history of Civil Rights is
maintaining a position in the forefront of
education's concern.
By joining forces, Connecticut Col-
lege, Trinity, and Wesleyan were able to
install a library automation system pre-
viously used primarily at large research
universities such as Northwestern, Har-
vard, and Yale. The colleges estimate
that the total expenses through 1991 for
creating, installing, and implementing
the integrated online camlou system will
he $2.72 million.
"We are confident that the advantages
of the shared computerized catalog lo
our faculties and students will far out-
weigh the costs, and we are grateful to
SNET for ils generous support of our
efforts," says English. "The improved
service and access to the collections we
are already starting to provide makes
this an exciting venture, and the benefits
of the system will continue to expand.
Certainly this project has brought the
three institutions into a new era of coop-
eration. Communication, and learning."
The computer hardware is housed in
Olin Library at Wesleyan University. By
fall 1988, library users on each campus
will have access to more than three mil-
lion items— books, periodicals, micro-
forms, and audiovisual materials—
available at the three institutions.
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The Library was the recipient of a $600,000 for the computer system linking the Three College Consortium. File Photo
Trinity
Chess Club
First Meeting
Wednesday, March
16th, at 4:00 in
McCook 106
Open For All Interested
Players Of Any Skill
Level
SUMMER
COLIJEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS
The opportunity of a
lifetime in a summer.
If you are seeking an academically
enriching summer, send for your free
information and application to:
YALE UNIVERSITY
Yale Summer & Special Programs
53 Wall St.—Dept. W2
P.O. Box 2145
New Haven, CT 06520
(203)432-2430
JUNE 6-AUGUST12
Organic and Physical Chemistry,
Physics
JUNE 20-AUGUST12
Summer Language Institute
Humanities and Social Sciences
Sciences and Mathematics
English as a Second Language
Studio Art
JULY 11-AUGUST 12
The Five Week Semester including:
Art History, Computer Science,
Creative Writing, Drama,
Film Studies, Music.and Political
Science.
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Feature Focus Frantic: Senior Job Hunting
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Wendy
-By Jennifer Osborne
and Ann Luke-
Special To The Tripod
March is the month when people find they can no longer even
summon a fond memory of warmer days to comfort them as they
struggle to endure the painfully slow approach of spring. Perhaps in
an attempt to inspire remembrances of balmy weather and bare feet,
there has been a rash of tropical parties on campus these past two
weeks. So far, I have counted four parties in which organizations
have gone to great lengths to simulate climates that only occur in
Hartford on two or three rare days in mid-August. Although some
:
 people might argue that tropical parties are unoriginal, they perform
an absolutely essential function in that they prevent many of us from
leaping off a Northam ledge in a moment or profound depression.
It used to be that only the types of people who believed in trance-
channeling and the benefits of tofu acknowledged the connection
between one's moods and the weather. In the enlightened eighties,
though, medical experts have confirmed weather-linked depressionjust as they validated the moodiness that most women experience
once a month. Nobody took that seriously until some expert came up
with the term, "Premenstrual Syndrome," and since then people
accept it for the miserable reality that it is.
Just like plants, we begin to feel a little withered if we're deprived of
sun and warmth for awhile. Unlike plants, though, we can t simply
sit near a sunny window in a warm room for a couple of days and
expect to perk up. Instead, we have to bundle ourselves in flannel
underwear and dig our cars out of the snow, or traipse around
campus in driving rain carrying a stack of soggy notebooks. It's no
wonder that people have weather-related depression when you
think about what subzero temperatures, freezing rain, and high
winds do to us. My skin is so dry that I hear it crack every time I smile,
and there have been as many signs pleading for the return of lost
Patagonia jackets as advertisements for tropical parties. Desperate at
the thought of having to walk home from a party in this weather,
people seem to be grabbing the warmest jacket around, regardless of
whether or not they own it. Some expert will probably use this fact as
evidence for a link between inclement weather and crime as well as
depression.
Wearing an expensive gore-tex jacket to a tropical party is just
asking for trouble, especially when the guests dress appropriately. I
always wear a ratty dress coat to such occasions because it is not
difficult to see that one's moral fiber can be worn down by a few beers
and the prospect of having to walk across campus in twenty degree
weather wearing Jams and a beer-soaked tee shirt. At such times,
grabbing someone else's nice coat off a huge stack seems more like a
survivafinstinct than a felony. For this reason, it is a good idea to dig
around at home for one of those embarrassing coats which your
mother thought was such a great back-to-school purchase. Better to
sacrifice your sense of fashion than be left without a coat at the end of
a party.
As long as you don't get your nice coat stolen, tropical parties can
be the perfect cure for winter depression. I favor the ones which
crowd a whole lot of people into a very small space because then
enough heat is generated to create the actual climatic conditions of
the Tropics. So much the better if people are dancing, for the sweat
dripping off their faces will remind you of the stickiest, most humid
days of summer, when you sit in front of the air conditioner and wish
for snow.
Irwin P. Frantic, full of gloomy
self-doubt, adjusted his necktie as he
paused before the doorway to the scene
of his next presumed defeat. It was
spring term of his senior year, and Irwin
lacked both a job and parents who
planned on supporting their son past his
college years. This was Irwin's seven-
teenth interview. After his previous Fi-
asco, he was determined to be bold. His
sixteenth interview had been every job
hunter's nightmare. When the large, in-
timidating Wall Street executive de-
manded to know the exact number of ob-
stetricians in the state of Tennessee,
Irwin leaped from his chair and bolted
into the street. Utterly disgusted with his
cowardice, he wandered into a bar and
spent the last few dollars of his parental
allowance. Now it was imperative for
him to obtain a job immediately. This
time he vowed it would be different. He
would remain in that chair of doom no
matter what questions the interviewer
spat at him. As he walked in the door,
Irwin noted with satisfaction th it the in-
terviewer was small, fat and genial. The
man reminded him of his grandfather.
He almost expected him to offer him
candy and pat him on the head in a
friendly manner. Irwin relaxed and sank
into the comfortable chair. He was taken
off guard when the smiling man
whipped out his resume, waving it in the
air in a threatening manner. "I see here
that you've been involved in the, Cam-
paign to save the Tuna, 1987", the man
said cordially, "I find this very interest-
ing. Tell me about this program, Irwin."
The little man gazed at Irwin over the
resume in an expectant manner. Irwin
began to sweat profusely. His resume
had lacked any volunteer work, so he had
invented a fictional organization. Now
he regretted this action as he racked his
brain for an answer. "Well," he
gulped,"the Tuna is a very intriguing
fish. I feel that it's continued existence-
..." "But Martha fixes me Tuna almost
every day for lunch," the interviewer
said plaintively, fixing his beady eyes on
Irwin. Irwin was searching for a suitable
answer when the interviewer suddenly
burst out, "Exactly how many golf balls
do you think there are in the world?" A
sports triv ia buff, Irwin knew the correct
answer. This was his shining moment.
He was instantly hired.
Seniors at Trinity might be of-
fended by our trivial treatment of the
increasingly important job search. After
approaching many stressful seniors who
consider it "no laughing matter," we
decided there must be at least a small
amount of humor involved. Of course,
we have yet to undergo these grueling
experiences ourselves...
For Christina Smith, who just at-
tained senior status, the shock of the job
search has been "overwhelming". "The
whole process can be ego deflating and
stressful. You are on your own, and
basically selling yourself," she says.
Christina, among others, discovered that
the job situation is even more competi-
tive than in previous years. It takes a
great deal of independent research to
discover job opportunities suitable for
one's interests. "It is almost like taking
another class," says Elizabeth Self. For
this reason, it might be advisable to take
a maximum of four classes second se-
mester senior year, allowing enough
time forextensive independent research.
Laura Mann believes that it is a good
idea to have at least a day or two free in
your spring schedule to allow a full day
for interviews.
However, Career Counseling also
provides vast resources for students in-
volved in the job search. According to
seniors familiar with the process, they
offer great assistance and plenty of infor-
mation, if one takes the time to utilize
their services. For seniors that want to
get a better idea of the actual process, the
office offers practice interviews. Atypi-
cal assessment of career counseling is
Laura Mann's: "They are fantastic-help-
ful and organized. They are in touch
with the students. Just make an appoint-
ment and pick up a book. I don't know of
anyone who complains." They are very
successful at giving students confi-
dence, and calming their nerves during
the stressful spring semester. "I went in
there really stressed out one day, con-
vinced that I would never get a job, and I
left feeling much better about my
chances," adds Elizabeth.
AH seniors say that you should start
your preparation early. The process nor-
mally begins in October of senior year,
but it would be wise to investigate it
during your junior year. Kristen
Gebhardt says thai, it is important to,
"know what you're getting into, and to
research companies fully." Seniors
should be prepared to ask as many ques-
tions as will be asked of themselves.
Knowing as much as possible about each
company aids in asking valid questions.
Laura Mann says, "They judge a tremen-
dous amount by the specific questions
you choose to ask." Also, it is important
to scrutinize your interests carefully,
before engaging in interviews. Amani
Martin says, "Don't interview for the
wrong reasons, and try and know what
you want." Amani, an English major,
wound up interviewing for an account-
ing firm that he chose on the basis of its
name alone. Although they called him
Peripheral Vision
Lots o' folks are harshing on
the alternative and not-so-alter-
native music scenes. It's easy to
do: punk left and post-punk
were, boring. All the old
hardcores have fragmented intojazz, humor, heavy metal, and
the "new folk." The industrial
noise instrumentalists are
healthily rebutting the rise of
lame New Age plink-a-plink
music (the ones who seem to
need a new illusion after the
death of the yuppie gods), but
the independent record labels
that distribute this reactionary
material are promoting the LPs
by titling them with expletives
so that there will be a Tipper
Gore uproar when courageous
d-j.'s tell their listeners the
names of the songs and albums.
This advertising technique
seems to be frightening Joe Con-
sumer into buying safe cd ver-
sions of old Pink Floyd. Money-
hungry musicians and groups
who no longer hate their group-
Kasia Daly
ies figure that there is a new
retro-craze and churn out cover
versions of Creedences tune-
ages. Other bands who are more
burnt-out perform cover and re-
mix versions of their own old
songs. People like Prince and the
Red Hot Chili Peppers are on top
o' all the styley new slang, but
few have enough press concen-
sus to encourage cultists.
The fanzines and independent
mags are failing fast. Even col-
lege publications are not as good
or as important as they once'
were: what do we hear from
them? What is wild and won-
drous about our own, local Tri-
pod? It seems clear that univer-
sity administrations, thinking of
themselves as businesses, do not
like controversy as a rule, espe-
cially because it seems to inter-
fere with their public relations
policies. It actually seems that
public sector press operates with
fewer ideological controls, and
has noticed that there are signifi-
cant splinter markets to be ex-
ploited. Jeez, People magazine
reviewed the Violent Femmes
for dentists' offices all over the
country.
Music, as a means of commu-
nication, used to make up for the
dearth of political and philo-
sophical comment while main-
taining art and entertainment
status. This position is difficult
to maintain when censorship
becomes a fad. When I went to a
college radio conference in New
York, the reigning attitude was
that most college d.j.'s (and stu-
dents in general] are uninformed
and interchangeable; they
should be manipulated by ad-
vertising. This is untrue: no one
is interchangeable with another
person, especially in fields re-
lated to art (and music). In the
college radio and newspaper
scene, there are students who
know more about music and
communication than others.
They shotild not be stifled. After
all, the beauty of college is that
there are fewer economic re-
straints on activity than in the
"real world." College publica-
tions and college-sponsored cul-
tural events have more potential
to interface with/serve needs in
the community than (sorry) the
Outing Club. In addition, these
activities were n't ever intended
to put forth administration opin-
ions at the expense of student
opinion.
Lackluster music scenes and
mediocre media are not caused
by apathy so much as fear, pessi-
mism, or ignorance. Becoming a
participant in cultural or com-
municative endeavors is daunt-
ing because few efforts are effec-
tive when censored; few ideas
can be carried out without sup-
port, training, or a good example
to follow; and few organizations
or movements can flourish with-
out enthusiasm.
back for a second interview, he knew
that both the company and himself were
looking in the wrong place.
Most seniors we talked to partici-
pated in the New York Consortium, as
well as on campus interviews. The New
York Consortium consists of thirty dif-
ferent companies who gather as many
resumes as they can from five New Eng-
land schools. Each company picks two
or three students from each school to
interview. The companies that partici-
pate are mainly high-powered compa-
nies from New York and Boston. Says
Christina Smith, "This year many of the
companies pulled out of the consortium,
and many are not even coming to Trinity
for on campus interviews." Due to Black
Monday, many companies are enforcing
job freezes. Andrea Bici was guaranteed
a job with an investment banking firm
that she had worked for during the sum-
mer, but no w they have no place for her.
However.if you are willing to take the
initiative many new opportunities may
present themselves. Bryant McBride
said, "I have written many letters to
people I respect telling them what I
could do for their business. It is all a
process of selling yourself." The consor-
tium and the on-campus recruitment are
certainly not the whole picture. Many
seniors take it upon themselves to seek a
job independently.
The questions that Irwin P. Frantic
was asked earlier in the article are noi as
ridiculous as they may seem; these were
similar to questions posed to Trinity
seniors. Bryant McBride says, "It is not
the question itself that is important, but
the response it elicits." Interviewers will
keep students thinking on their feet by
giving them problem-solving questions.
One student was asked what he would
say to a client who had just lost many
investments in the recent crash. The key
factor in the interview is to stay calm,
and describe your interests and ideas
honestly. Students should be prepared to
answer questions such as "What are your
major weaknesses?" and "Why did you
choose your college?"
While students seek a secure job as
the end result of interviews, it can also be
a process of becoming more in tune with
your personal interests and objectives.
Frustration is often caused by the
struggle to clarify your interests. In this
light, the job search should be looked
upon as a challenge rather than an intimi-
dating task. "The job search is an ongo-
ing process that continues even after
graduation," says Rozanne Burt, of the
Career Counseling office. Taking a
glance at the alumni bulletin, one notes
the interesting and exciting careers and
activities that past Trinity students are
involved in. We wish the best of luck to
all Trinity seniors in their continued ef-
forts.
Help!
Reliable
Features
Writers
Needed
Anyone Who
Is Interested
Please
Contact
Box 1310
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Arts
Iolanthe: The Magic Comes To Austin Arts
-By Andrew Blume-
Special to iht Tripod
This past week-end, Goodwin The-
atre in the Austin Arts Center was the
venue for the Music Department's
Spring musical, W. S. Gilbert and A. S.
Sullivan's Iolanthe, (or The Peer and
the Peri). This splendid production was
no surprise to those who have enjoyed
Professor Moshell's previous
efforts, especially last spring's
impressive, Sweeney Todd.
Everything about the show, from
the singing to the staging to !hc
costumes and set, was profes-
sionally handled and was a joy to
behold.
The plot is typically Gilbert
and Sullivan, with a Ward in
Chancery, in love with an Ar-
cadian shepherd (who is also half
a fairy), who however, is pursued
by a gaggle of Peers, and who
seems destined to marry her
guardian, the Lord Chancellor.
Add to this jumble, a dozen fah-
ies, including the shepherd's
mother, led by a queen of no little
stature, and you have a recipe
which delights audiences.
When the curtain rises, the
audience is left to marvel at the
complicated set; a glade in an
Arcadian landscape. The stage is
packed with scenery: foliage
everywhere, a waterfall over
which is a bridge, stairs (on ei-
ther side, helping to form three
levels, including the stage itself), etc. It
is a wonder. The second act set, the
Yard at Westminster, is not as overtly
impressive as the first, however it is no
small accomplishment. With a huge
flat of the Houses of Parliament (the
windows lit from inside) before which
is the Yard, closed-in by iron gates w ith
a guard box, the set is just right. The
designer, Edward E. Haynes, Jr.,
should be heartily congratulated for his
efforts, as should be the crews who con-
structed it. The soft lighting, by Lee
Goldman, adds to the wonder of the
scene. The costumes, designed by
Linda Dutra, are ideal and reinforce the
image created by the production design
•> ' vhole.
In a burst of mad giggling the stage is
instantly flooded by a myriad of fairies
of all shapes and size.s, clad in diapha-
nous blue costumes with fairy-dust
sprinkled on their faces. They make a
robust sound and should be commended
for being able to keep singing through
the choreography which has them run-
ning all about the stage proclaiming that
they "are dainty little fairies." Into their
midst enters the Fairy Queen from be-
hind a large boulder with a puff of smoke
and a flash of lightning, the stage grow-
ing dark in her presence. And what a
marvelous presence it is. Tory Clawson
plays the Fairy Queen with Wagnerian
dash (her costume, replique with breast
plate, helmet and speer, compliment this
image). Taking advantage of the possi-
bilities of the part, Miss Clawson shows
herself to be in great voice.
loianthe is portrayed by Alexandra
Beers who is excellent in the role. Her
beautiful voice conveys, with seemingly
very little effort, a loving and caring
attitude which is ideal. Her song of
motherly supplication to the Lord Chan-
cellor in the Second Act is hauntingly.
melodious. Iolanthe's son, Strephon, is
represented by Michael Garver. He is in
Arcadian glory in the part and sings
everything with the nimbleness of a
shepherd. Liesl Odcnweller is perfect in
the role of Phyllis, an Arcadian shep-
herdess and Ward in Chancery, who is in
love with Strephon. Miss Odenweller
looks lovely on stage and never fails to
charm an audience with her wonderful
voice. She and Mr. Garver sing all their
songs together with great finesse and
skill.
Having spent so much time in
Arcady, we must not forget to
mention the Peers who have so
much to do with the story. Their
first entrance in act one is won-
derful. They light up the stage
with an energy which is apparent
in their airy condescension.
They sneer and stick their noses
into the air as they robustly sing
such ditties as "Bow, Bow . . ."
Christopher Cooper and Richard
Ewing respectively play Lords
Tolloller and Mountararat with
foppish verve. Mr. Cooper is
wonderful as he sings "Blue
Blood," as is Mr. Ewing when he
gets to sing that theme song for so
many, "When Britain Really
Ruled the Waves." Michael
Ersevim is the Lord Chancellor
and guardian of Phyllis. Mr.
Ersevim moves comfortably
across the stage as he sings the
difficult patter songs. His facial
expressions tell a wonderful story
while he muddles through the in-
tricacies of the law.
In the final act, the Fairy Queen, in
order to save herself, decides that she
must marry the man of her dreams, one
Private Willis of the Grenadier Guards.
John Webster is that strapping Private
and he delights us with his bass voice in
several songs in act two.
The choral work was really quite good
and each peer and fairy is to be individu-
ally congratulated for his or her work.
The orchestra, too, adds a full sound and
completes the picture of a professional
production. Professor Gerald Moshell
deserves hearty praise for mounting this
wonderful show. He has created a won-
• derful mood which is perfect for Gilbert
and Sullivan: a mix between singing,
staging, dancing and spectacle which
makes operetta fresh and fun for all.
The cast of Iolanthe, clockwise from the upper right:
Alexandra Beers as loianthe, Michael Ersevim as the
Lord Chancellor, the Fairies do battle against those
wicked, wicked Peers, Richard Ewing as Lord
Mountararat, Chris Cooper as Lord Tolloller, Tory
Clawson as the Fairy Queen, and center, Michael
Garver as Strephon and Liesl OdenweSIer as Phyllis.
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Arts
-By Nancy Cote-
Special to the Tripod
A giant blue place setting on an ob-
noxious yellow background sat menac-
ingly at center stage in Food Fright.
The four woman show, performed Sun-
day in the Washington Room of Trinity
College, dealt with eating disorders in
our society. The cabaret-style show was
surprising, with its use of comedy and
variety routines.
The performers presented their mate-
rial with skill, warmth, and vulnerabil-
ity. Stage left there was a makeshift
dressing table with a "two-way mirror".
The audience looked through the mirror
frame at a conversation that was sup-
posed to be occurring in the dressing
room. This design divided the stage into
two sections and two realities. This
intimate view of the women showed that
although aware of societal biases against
overweight people, the women were
nonetheless influenced by these biases.
One section entitled The Hungry
Woman Show was interesting. In this
skit, the hostess interviewed Bitsy
Toolean, an obsessive over-achiever
who demonstrated all the characteristics
of someone suffering from anorexia ner-
vosa. In classic "talk show tradition,"
Bitsy cooked a meal from her new book.
Her three piece celery salad with Nu-
trasweet-Perrier marinade created hu-
mor, but it also brought into focus the
extremes that some women go to when
dieting. The performers then broke the
"fourth wall" by turning on the house
lights and inviting the audience to ask
Bitsy questions. Audience members
asked about her opinions on sugar and
her continuous use of the tape measures
attached to her "Dieting Championship
Belt".
The fourth and eighth sections exem-
plified how school and peer pressure
mold ones' self image. In the fourth
section the "girls" came on stage wear-
ing letter sweaters that spelled out "F-A-
T". Their song "Gymnastic Angel" (a
parody of Frankie Avalon's "Beauty
School Drop Out")told the tale of a girl
who went on a starvation diet in search
of popularity, thinness, and a place on
the school gymnastic team. The eighth
section, using the confessional style of
Overeaters Anonymous, showed the
ease and innocence with which bulimia
can begin and how it stealthily becomes
worse. The performer told the audience
that at age 17 she first discovered that
she was overweight and began dieting.
Her story became increasingly horrify-
ing as she related how her growing fas-
cination with food led to binging and
self-induced vomiting. As she de-
scribed the seven years of sadness, an-
ger, and loneliness that she endured, one
realized that these are psychological as
well as physical illnesses.
It was not until the last two sections .
that they recited the appalling statistics
relating to anorexia and bulimia, re-
questing that the audience change its
way of thinking about food. After the
performance, three Hartford area thera-
pists led a discussion on eating disor-
ders.
Food Fright was a show from which
many people could benefit, because it
showed that eating disorders are a result
of societal pressures to conform. The
use of the "mirror" and direct speech to
the audience did not allow anyone to be
passive and ignore the issues. This kind
of confrontational theater is important
to make us realize what our society does
to ourselves and others. This perform-
ance went one step further than just pre-
senting these problems; it proposed so-
lutions to them.
THEATRE
Mar. .17,18
April 6
cTTaitfoid <zrpit± CaLzndai
Yellow Fever by R. A. Shiomi. To be performed
by the Pan Asian Theatre at Austin Arts Center,
8:00 p.m. For more information call 527- 8062.
Kabuki Macbeth. Production conceived,
designed and directed by Shozo Sato. Presented
by The Acting Company.
For more information call 527-8062.
EXHIBITIONS
NOW-
April 11
NOW-
April 22
MUSIC
April 9
POETRY
March 16
W.C. Handy: Father of the Blues. Audubon
Room, Watkinson Library, Trinity College Library.
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 a.m. Mon. - Fri. Pai*t of Black
History Month at Trinity College.
Drawn to Satire - a retrospective of original
drawings by award-winning editorial cartoonist
Bob Englehart. Widener Gallery of Austin Arts
Center, Trinity College. For info, call
(203) 527-8062.
Trinity Concert Choir conducted by Gerald
Moshell. 8:15 p.m. in the Washington Room of
Mather Campus Center. For more information call
527-8062.
Rainbow Sound: Women Poets Read at
Trinity College. The series is to be closed by
Navajo poet Luci Tapahonso. 8:00 p.m. in Austin
STEP INTO THE SPOTLIGHT AT
THE BUSHNELL!!!
ENJOY TALKING ON THE PHONE?
WE'LL PAY YOU FOR IT!!
IF YOU ARE ARTICULATE AND
PERSUASIVE, AND HAVE A GOOD
PHONE MANNER, YOU CAN EARN
$7.00 AN HOUR PLUS BONUSES AND
FREE TICKETS AS A PART-TIME
CALLER FOR THE BUSHNELL'S
SPRING MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN.
REVIVE YOUR BANK ACCOUNT
AFTER SPRING BREAK!!!
CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW WITH
JED RARDIN AT 527-3123
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Somewhere in Hartford to
Laserprints or Linotype
output from Macintosh® disks
to get quality
Full Color copies
(up to 11" x 17")
on the incredible
Canon Color Laser Copier
Somewhere to create
resumes, brochures,
proposals & reports
using all the power of
Desktop Publish in
You'll 1 all tee anl more at
u-
America's Art Department"
* 278-3E4B
i n * Ane. * W. M r l * 523-7411
t
Apple® Computer Value Added Reseller « Dealers for Aldus® PageMaker™, Adobe® Fonts and
Illustrator • Microtek Scanners • U T F Typefaces
Attention. U-Design currently has job openings in Hartford and West
Hartford and is interested in meeting graduating seniors.
Call Bill at 278-3648 or Mike at 523-7411 for an interview.
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Announcements
-EXHIBITS
•'Notable Gifts lo the Watkinson Li-
brary: 1977-19S7." will be held from
Feb.' 1 to May 31. in the Trumbull Room
' "of the Watkinson Library from 8:30 am
to4:30 pm. Monday- Friday: 9:30 am to
4:30 pm, Saturdays.
+ '? '"W.C. Handy: Father of the Blues," will
be held Feb. 1 through April 11 in the
,-, Audubon Room of the Watkinson Li-.,
. " braryfrom8:30amto4:30prri,Monday-
V #•' Friday: 9:30 an} to 4:30 pnv Saturdays.
" Artworks by senior Susan Brady of Norr
;
 .wood, Mass, and senior Lisa f rocki of
'' "Southbury, Conn, will be displayed
* through March 18 from 8 atn to 10 pm in
.", Mather Hall Arts Space. ;•.
A retrospective exhibition of original
drawings by Bob Englehart titled
"Englehart: Drawn to Satire/' will be
' ..held in the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
'*
 vCenter through Apr. 22 from 1 pm to 5
pm daily. Free admission.
' -Melissa Winter, a senior studio arts ma-
•'>Wjor from Bethesda, Md., will have an
exhibition of her art work from Mar. 13
through Mar. 19 from 1 pm to 5 pm daily
' »in Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center.
-. |*Free admission. .
S'I POETRY ^ ^ - ^ . .
iMNavajo poet Luci Tapahanso, a profes-
sor of English, women's studies and
; American Indian studies at the Univer-
' i.sity of New Mexico, will give a poetry
threading along with Bessy Reyna of Cov-
entry, Conn, on Mar. 16at8:15pminthe
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
BMUSIC
The Trinity College Concert Choir will
i,perlorm a program of classical and
popular works conducted by Gerald
Moshell, associate professor of music,
on Apr. 9 at 8:15 pm in the Washington
Room. General admission: S4; students
and senior citizens: $2. Box office- 527-
8062.
THEATER
"Yellow Fever," by R. A. Shiomi will be
performed by the Pan Asian Repertory
, Theatre on Mar. 17 and M.ar. 18 at 8 pm
in the Goodwin Theatre,- Austin Arts
Center. General admisstoii: $8; students
and senior citizens: $5. Box office: 527-
8062.
"Kabuki Macbeth" will be performed by
The Acting Company onApr. 6 at 8 pm
in Goodwin Theatre, Austin/ixts Center.
•"General admission: $8; students and
. senior citizens: $5. Box , office: 527-
8062.
"Dr. Charcot's Hysteria Shows," a
dance/theatre performance, will be per-
formed on Apr. 14 through Apr, 16 at 8
pm and on Apr. 17 at 2 pm in Garmany
'•Hall, Austin Arts Center! General ad-
mission: $6; students an'd senior citi-
zens: $4; Box office: 527-8062.
• "Exit Who" will be performed by the
non-profit community theatre group,
Theatre N^ewington, on Apr. 15, 16,22,
2^,29 afid 30 at 8 pnfin thsNewington
. Town Hall Auditorium, 13 )• Cedar St.,
Newington. Tickets are $5 and discounts
are available for groups and senior citi-
zens.
LECTURES
Professor John Kekes of the department
of philosophy, State University of New
York at Albany, will hold a lecture titled
"True and False Hope" on Mar. 15 at
7:15 pm at 70 Vernon St.. Free Admis-
sion.
CINESTUDIO
WED-SAT
Someone to Watch Over Me
7:30
Hope and Glory 9:25
(Double Feature)
SUN-TUE
Orphans 7:30.
The Fourth Protocol 9:40
(Double Feature)
ACROSS
«V«por
11 Praised
12 Museum
custodian
14 Eltiwr
16 Reid flower
u Learning
18 FootHfco fce part
MStapsovara
fence
22 Excavate
23 H«r«dry:
B"»«d«#
26 Strikes
27 Symbol for
sodium
30 Sedition
32 Couple
»4 Arties of
seaweed
35 insects
38 Halt*
41 Concerning
41 Aquatic
mammal
44 Food fish
45 Limb
46 Surfeltt
49 Snare
50 Old name for
Thailand
52 Hindu queen
54 Diphthong
55 Follows first
57 Mislead
SB Twin of
' Romulus
B0 Song-ana-
'. danoeacts
DOWN
; 1 Father or
mother
2 Symbol tor
ruthenium
The
Weekly
Crnsswnrd
Puzzle
3 Sum up
4 Afternoon
parties
6 Prepares for
print
6 Frolic boist-
erously
7 Symbol for
tellurium
8 Lamprey
9 Footless
10 Breed of sheep
11 Runs easily
13 Daughter of
King Lear
16 Deposit of
sediment
19 Mine excavation
21 Fencers' swords
24 Muse ol poetry
88 Seasons
29 Scotchman's
outfit
31 Piece of cutlery
33 Holds back
3$ Metal
36 Weirder
37 Bristle
39 Begs
40 Mediterranean
vessel
43 Tears
46 Heavy club
48 Search for
51 Dad's partner
63 Yalle
E6 Greek letter
68 Guide's low
note
"Ta'Ziyeh at Trinity: Cross-Culluriil
Perspectives on Islamic and Medieval
Christian Passion Play." a lecture by
Milla Riggio, professor of English at
Trinity College, will be held on Mar. 16
at 4 pm in the Faculty Club, Hamlin Hal!.
Free admission.
"Feminism and Post-Modernism," a lec-
ture by Daryl Tress, visiting associate
professor of philosophy! on Mar. 17 at
12:30 pm in the Women's Center,
Mather Hatl. Free admission. Bring your
lunch.
"Human Rights in Cuba,," a talk by
Karen Wald will be held on Mar. 17 at
7:30 pm in the Alumni Lounge. Free
admission.
"Europe's First Farmers: The Indiana
Excavations at Freunchthi Cave,
Greece," a lecture by professor Thomas
W. Jacobsen, director of classics at Indi-
ana University, will be held on Mar. 28 at
8 pm in McCook Auditorium. Free ad-
mission.
"Inquisition and Heresies in Colonial
Brazil," a lecture by Professor Anita
Novinsky, of the Trinity Tinker Founda-
tion Fellow & Visiting Lecturer of Latin
American Studies, will held on Apr. 5 at
4 pm in the Rittenberg Lounge, Mather
Campus Center. Free admission.
"How Computer Technplogy is Chang-
ing the Way We Do Things," a lecture by
Daniel McCracken, professor of com-
puter science, City College of New
York, will be held on Apr. 6 at 8 pm in
Boyer Auditorium. Free admission.
Gershon Weiler, visiting professor of
philosophy, will hold a lecture on Apr. 7
at 8 pm in Boyer Auditorium. Free ad-
mission.
Professor Eduardo Velez, of the Trinity
Tinker Foundation Fellow in Latin
American Studies LJCONN, Brown
University & Trinity College, will give
a lecture entitled "Violence in Colom-
bia" on Apr. 18 at 4 pm in Widener
Gallery. Free admission.
FILMS
The film "'Blade Runner" will be shown
in Boyer Auditorium on Mar. 15 at 8 put.
Free admission.
"The Passion of Joan of Arc," a 1928
silent movie, accompanied by a piano
score by Patrick Miller, professor of
music theory at Hartt School of Music,
will be shown on Mar. 19 at 8 pm in the
Washington Room, Mather Hall. Ad-
mission: $5.
JOBS
The University of New Hampshire will
offer a new course titled, "Undergradu-
ate Research in Marine Biology," dur-
ing the summer of 1988. This course is
open to students at colleges and univer-
sities other than UNH. Those interested
should contact Win Watson, zoology
department, Spaulding Life Sciences
Building, University of New Hamp-
shire, Durham, NH 03824. Application
.deadline is April 1,1988.
STUDENT WORKER NEEDED for
part-time clerical employment in the
Religion and Philosophy Departments
at 70 Vernon St. for next academic year:
1988-89. 9 hours per week, duties in-
clude: telephone coverage, xeroxing,
some typing (not fast—just accurate),
stuffing envelopes. Student must be de-
pendable. Please call Mrs. Weidlich,
ext. 355 or 379 for interview, Monday-
Friday, 8-4 pm.
M.O.M. (Medical Office Memo)
Quiz On Untruths Of Alcohol | I The First In A Series On Alcohol |
1. Mixing different kinds of drinks can increase the effects of alcohol. T
2. The average four-ounce drink of wine is less intoxication
than the average one-ounce drink of hard liquor.
3. A cold shower can help sober up a person. T
4. A person can be drunk and not stagger or slur his speech. T
5. People's moods help determine how they are affected by alcohol. T
6. A person who is used to drinking can drink more. T
7. People who are drunk cannot compenstate for it when they drive. T
8. In a fatal drunk driving accident, the drunk is usually not the one T
killed.
9. A person who weighs less can get drunk faster than a heavy person. T
10. A person drinking on an empty stomach will get drunk faster. T
See Answers In Lower Right
WRTC 89.3 FM
Trinity College Radio
Presents, In concert,
National Recording Artists
with Trinity's Own
Ghostshirts
Sat. April 9 in the Cave - Mather
Student Center $3.00 for students,
$4.00 general admission. Bring ID
1988 INTERNSHIPS: NEW YORK
METROPOLITAN AREA. The Student
Internship Service offers you listings of
summer internships in yourmajor fields.
Placements are available with sponsor-
ing companies in New York City and on
Long Island. Many of these internships
are either salaried or offer stipend. Write
for further, information to: Student In-
ternship Service, P.O. Box 1053, Kings
Park, New York 11754
NEIGHBORHOOD READING CEN-
TER wants people interested in becom-
ing either Basic Reading or English As A
Second Lartguage tutors. No teaching
experience or knowledge of another lan-
guage necessary. Literacy Volunteers
provides the training. Simply attend one
of the workshops listed. Basic Reading
will be held on the following dates from 5
to 8 pm: Mar. 15, 22, 29, Apr. 5, 12.
English As A Second Language will be
held at the same times but on: Mar. 17,
24, 31, Apr. 7, 14. Formore information
call 722-8777 between 1:30 and 4 pm.
ARTIST NEEDED- Local author
(350,000 books in print) lo contract Car-
toonist/Graphic Artist for New Yorker
magazine-type cartoon(s) and simple
graphics representations for imminent
humor manuscript submission. Age/edu-
cation not especially important. Call
653-5486 before 5 pm and leave mes-
sage. *
GENERAL
The Ferguson Prizes in Government,
founded in 1890 by the late Professor
Henry Ferguson of the Class of 1868, are
offered for the two best essays submitted
for any undergraduate course, tutorial, or
seminar in the Department of Political
Science during the academic year - a first
prize of $450, and a second prize of $300.
All essays must be typewritten. They
must be submitted to the Chairman of the
Department before April 15.
Will you need financial aid next year?
Will you be borrowing from the Guaran-
teed Loan Program? Regardless of the
type of financial aid you seek, you must
complete several forms which are now
available in the Financial Aid Office.
Deadline for applications is Apr. 18th.
Note: If you received a grant from Trinity
last year, you should have received an
application packet in your P.O. box.
ATTENTION FRENCH MAJORS. The
date of the French proficiency exam has
been changed to Apr. 14 at 4 pm in
Seabury 14.The written exam will be
from 4-6 pm, and the oral exam will be
from 7-8 pm. All students planning to
take the exam must pick up the essay
questions in the Modem Languages Of-
fice, Seabury 23. All French majors, Plan
A or B, must take this exam.
SCHOLARSHIPS !!! Yes, even those
who are not eligible for Federal Student
Aid may be eligible for one or more of the
Scholarships that are posted outside the
Financial Aid Office. Scholarships with
application deadlines in March are cur-
rently listed on the Financial Aid Bulletin
Boards located on the 3rd floor of Wil-
liams Memorial.
OPEN HOUSE Information Session for
Trinity College's Individualized Degree
Program will be held on Mar. 19 at 9:30
am; Mar. 21 at 9:30 am; Mar. 22 at 5 pm;
and on Mar. 24 at 6:30 pm. The sessions
will be held at 70 Vernon St.. To make a
reservation, call Pauline Earn, 527-3151.
Free admission.
The Trinity College Tae Kwon Do Club
has instructional workouts scheduled for
8 pm on Tuesday and Thursday nights.
The workouts will be held in the Wres-
tling Room of Ferris Athletic Center.
Anyone who might be interested is wel-
come to check it out. Dress in sweats. For
more information call 249-0865 and ask
for Scott.
M.O.M. Answers
(1)F; (2)F; (3)F; (4)T;
(5)T; (6)F;(7)T; (8)F;
(9)T; (10) T
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World Outlook
Olympic Inflation:
Less Medals For Your Money
-By Bill Charest-
Assistant Sports Editor
Now that the 1988 Winter Olympics
have officially closed, one can take a
general look at the entire Games, and
enjoy our country's successes. Unfortu-
nately, as everyone knows, there is little
to enjoy this year. The Olympics are a
friendly competition among the nations
of the world, a unique event in that
political differences (for the most part)
are put aside. But the Olympics are also
a tremendous showplace of national
pride, and in these Olympic Games, the
United States, due mostly to the ques-
tionable management of the United
States Olympic Committee, had its pride
trod upon by seemingly the entire world.
The United States team rejoiced in the
gold medals of Brian Boitano and Bon-
nie Blair, as well as medal-winning per-
formances in men's speedskating and
pairs figure skating. But it is astonishing
and pathetic that the United States won
but six medals. In fact, the team wasn't
even remotely competitive in a non-
skating event, otherthan a fourth place in
men's bobsledding. As far as I'm con-
cerned, the blame for these poor per-
formances cannot fall solely on the ath-
letes: they are only as good as their
training and the technology that assists
them. When one considers the immense
financial backing the Olympic team had,
and then looks at the bottom line results,
something is quite wrong with the way
the United States Olympic Committee
handles its money.
The U.S.O.C. had a tremendous
stockpile of funds built up after 1984
Olympics, mostly due to some shrewd
financial dealings from former Los An-
geles Summer Olympics Director Peter
Ueberroth. But where did this money
go? The accompanying chart lists
money received from the U.S.O.C. by
each sport, and some results for each of
them:
The amount of money spent by the
U.S.O.C. in these events seems- stagger-
ing, yet our results are an embarrassment
to a nation such as ours, which is accus-
tomed to excelling - and should excel,
given our talent, wealth and technology -
in international competition. Obvi-
ously, whatever training was provided
for our athletes was not sufficient, as
illustrated by our team's general inepti-
tude; it is quite obvious that a great deal
of financial mismanagement took place.
Take a look at the $873,000 spent on the
biathlon by the U.S.O.C., then consider
the case of U.S. biathiete Josh Th-
ompson. Thompson was expected to
bring home a medal from the Calgary
games, yet he constantly had to beg the
U.S.O.C. for subsistence money during
his preparation for the Games. He fin-
ished 25th, far out of the running. 1 can't
help but believe that the lack of funds
faced by Thompson had more than just
little influence in his sub-par perform-
ance.
How can the United States, one of the
most prosperous, technological, athleti-
cally-talented nations in the world, turn
in such a poor performance? Our failure
to be competitive was totally inexcus-
able. For example, bobsledding obvi-
ously requires individual skill on the part
of the team members, but a major com-
ponent - if not the single most important
component - to success is the sled itself
and its aerodynamics. Commentators
have repeatedly made the point that the
American sleds are technologically infe-
rior to European and Soviet sleds, and
that this is a major stumbling block for
the U.S. team. But how can our country
allow this to happen, given our techno-
logical and financial standing? The an-
swer escapes me.
Granted, the Winter Olympics are
much more difficult for our country to
prepare for than the Summer Games,
given that most of Europe and the Soviet
Union can practice for longer periods of
time. Also, sports such as hockey,
speedskating and skiing don't have the
popular appeal in the U.S. as most Sum-
mer events do. But we obviously have
some talented and committed athletes,
and it seems far from unreasonable that
we can provide sufficient practice sites
and equipment, given our funds.
Currently, a United States Olympic
Overview Committee, headed by New
York Yankees ownerGeorge Steinbren-
ner, has been assigned to figure out why
our Olympic team failed to be competi-
tive, given the amount of money it spent
on the 1988 Winter Games. Steinbren-
ner, aside from his baseball dealings, is a
very wealthy man, and became that way
through his shrewd, no-nonsense ap-
proach to finance. One can only hope
that George and his men can figure out
what has gone awry with our Olympic-
effort, and put the U.S.O.C. in the hands
of competent people. Otherwise, our
national pride, as well as many very
talented and deserving athletes, may
suffer for many years to come.
U.S.O.C. Financial Appropriations
Sport Money Received US Finishes
21 of 79 in top 50%
7th of 12
0 of 9 in top 25%
1 of 4 in top 25%
9 of 35 in top 25%
Skiing
Hockey
Biathalon
Bobsled
Speedskating
$1.73 Million
$1,082 Million
$873,000
$933,000
$1,185 Million
Figure Skating $873,000 5 of 11 in top 25%
Figures courtesy of the Sporting News, 3/7/88
Clarifying The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
-By Ronald J. Silverman-
World Outlook Writer
For the past four months, unprece-
dented civil disruption has been erupting
in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, collec-
tively known as the "occupied territo-
ries" in the Middle East. Though much
media attention has been directed at this
concern (a full 30% of all topics covered
by the media in the past four months has
been centered around the events in these
areas, by one recent estimate), much
confusion and misunderstanding persist.
To be sure, a watershed of sorts has
been reached with regard to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. The problem has
assumed heretofore unknown propor-
tions of mass protest on the part of the
Palestinian residents of the occupied ter-
ritories. Central to this confrontation is
the demand by Palestinians for self-de-
termination, preferably in the form of an
independent Palestinian state. A reason-
able enough request, one may think, so
why is there a problem?
The answer lies in an understanding
of the background of the conflict. In
1967, when the Israelis won the Six Day
War by smashing with surprising capa-
bility combined Arab aggression, they
found themselves sitting on real estate
comprising the Sinai desert, the Gaza
strip, and the West Bank. Immediately
following the cease-fire, Israelis as-
sumed they could use the lands they held
as bargaining chips for a peace treaty
with the Arab nations. However, any
Israeli intentions for peace negotiations
were countered by the 3 infamous Arab
NO's: there would be no negotiations,
no peace, no recognition of the State of
Israel. Period. As a result, Israel found
itself occupying the areas for the fore-
seeable future. They certainly did not
conquer the areas through premeditated
aggression or even wish to possess the
areas, but they found themselves occu-
pying them nonetheless.
With time and a courageous Arab
leader in the personage of Anwar Sadat,
Israel concluded a peace treaty with
Egypt in which the Sinai territory was
returned to Egyptian rule. However, no
such treaty was to be concluded with
Syria or Jordan, whose leaders demanded
the liquidation of the entire State of Is-
rael. Alright, so now it is clear how the
occupation of the West Bank and Gaza
has come about, but how about the pre-
dicament of the Palestinians living in the
occupied areas? This question may be
answered on two levels, the first being an
economic one.
The vast majority of Palestinians and
Israelis alike will agree that the economic
status of West Bank and Gaza residents
has been vastly improved under the
twenty years of Israeli rule. Prior to 1967,
when Gaza was under the hand of the
Egyptians and the West Bank under Jor-
dan, the residents of these areas suffered
from neglect by these Arab states, dwell-
ing in poverty, filth, and ignorance.
Under Israeli occupation, schools, uni-
versities, hospitals, and housing were
built by the Israelis for the Palestinians.
As a result, living standards in the territo-
ries have increased manyfold. In addi-
tion, Israel utilizes in the territories a civil
administration that employs resident Pal-
estinians to accomplish its various mu-
nicipal duties, including that of providing
a local police force comprised of Pales-
tinians.
Yet all is not well in the territories. As
evidenced by the lynching of a Palestin-
ian in the West Bank two weeks ago by a
mob of fellow Palestinians, the residents
of the area are not content with the in-
creased economic well being provided
them or the status quo of the civil admini-
stration that maintains their living stan-
dard. This brings the inquisitor to the
second of the criteria evaluating the Pal-
estinian status after twenty years of Is-
raeli occupation: political status. Indeed,
despite enormous increases in their liv-
ing standards due to Israeli efforts, the
Palestinians' political fate still resides in
a nether region. They have neither their
own state, nor have they been incorpo-
rated into Israeli territory.
Cam O'St.'n.i
Though the 1978 Camp David Peace
Accords signed by Egypt, Israel, and the
United States call for the creation of au-
tonomy for the territories, negotiations
to this end quickly ground to a halt.
Israel remains extremely wary of re-
turning land to states that have attacked
it four times in four decades, and Jor-
dan, Syria, and the P.L.O. have rejected
all notions of any settlement short of in-
dependent statehood for the territories,
including the Camp David autonomy
proposals. Even more, the P.L.O., Jor-
dan, and Syria have all disagreed with
each other over what form a settlement
should finally take, and over who
should represent the Palestinian people.
To understand trie severity of this inter-
Arab discord, one need only recall the
events of Black September 1970, and
the levelling of the city of Haam in Syria
in 1982, where Jordan and Syria, re-
spectively, unleashed terrific attacks
upon the P.L.O.
Yet it is now 1988, and though one may
now understand why the territories
remain occupied by Israel, the problem
of the occupation has come to a head.
Palestinians under twenty years of oc-
cupation intensely desire the right to
"self-determination. At the same time,
Israel is not Syria, and thus has not
crushed the Palestinian movement with
the same type of extreme prejudice that
Hafez al-Assad forced upon Haam in
1982. Thus, the Palestinian uprising has
grown, confronting the Israelis with a
situation they are ill-prepared to deal
with. Unlike South Korea or the United
States, Israel has no riot police (a fact
they have now been criticized for), and
as a result, the 18-year-old soldiers in
the Israeli Defense Forces are encoun-
tering extreme difficulty in trying to
maintain order in the occupied territo-
ries.
In fact, there have been several cases
in the past four months where Israeli
soldiers acted with brutality towards the
Palestinian populace. However, it must
remain clear that present Israeli policy
is to use the minimal force possible in
maintaining order in the territories.
Indeed, in the cases where soldiers have
been shown to have exceeded this pol-
icy, they have been arrested and are
awaiting trial.
Yet one may counter, quite correctly,
that while Israeli policy may be less evil
than that of the Soviets in Afghanistan,
it remains a terrible fact that over 80
Palestinians have died as a result of the
recent conflict, and more will follow
unless a resolution is reached. What
type of agreement, then, may be
achieved in order to halt the violence
and give the Palestinians the rights they
demand? At the present time, an im-
passe exists. The Palestinian demands
call for a Palestinian state comprising
Gaza and the West Bank, including East
Jerusalem. Yet King Hussein of Jordan
insists that he wants "his territory" (the
West Bank) returned to him. Thus, even
without the Israeli factor, a conflict is
present, as Palesinians have little desire
to come under the rule of Hussein, a
Hashemite (non-Palestinian) monarch
whose track record of treatment to-
wards Palestinians is dismal at best.
On the Israeli side, issues of security,
biblical import, recent history, and do-
mestic Israeli politics complicate the is-,
sue. In fact, Jewish claims to Judea and'
Samaria (as the West Bank is known in
the Bible) have some validity. Yet even
aside from this contested claim, Israeli,
security concerns make it obvious that a"
return to pre-1967 borders where Israel
was only SEVEN miles wide are an im-
possiblity, as is the return of East Jerusa-,'
lem to Arab control, as it has been for-*
maily annexed to Israel in 1981. Further-
more, Israeli voice on the right oppose
withdrawal from the territories on the
grounds that Palestinians already possess'
75% of the land originally allotted for a
Jewish Homeland by the League of Na-
tions in 1922. If the Palestinians want a
state, it is argued, it should be where they
are a majority, not a minority: in Jordan,
where Palestinians are 60-70% of the
population already.
However, many Israelis also recog-,
nize that if Israel is to remain a demo-'
cratic state, it will be all but impossible to
incorporate the Arab population of the
territories and continue the nature of a>
Jewish State. Thus, they recognize the
need for a negotiated settlement, in order
to prevent their sons from becoming bru-
talized by the task of patrolling an ever
rioting region, and to obtain further peace'
in the area. On the Palestinian side, it is
encouraging to find that Palestinians,,
including local leaders, speak privately*'
of accepting a negotiated settlement con-
sisting of an independent state compns- ^
ing borders modified to assuage Israeli'
security fears. It was on a recent two;,
week trip to Israel that I encountered
these views; however, it will require a
concrete and well supported interna-.'
tional conference for Arabs to publicly^
accept such conditions.
It is thus at this point that the UniieU
States may play a vital role in the resolu-;
tion of the conflict. Just as the U.S.;
provided a forum for Israel and Egypt W!
conciliate in 1978, it may provide »
framework in which both Arabs and b-,
raelis can come to the negotiating table^
Even more, an international conference
including the Soviet Union as well as tltf
United States is of worth, as an agree-
ment supported by both powers may ^p
strong enough for Arab states (specm-
cally Jordan) to participate in. If any sue"
agreement is supported by both stipe"
powers, then Arab signatories may na t .
less fear of ostracization or retributiont>)
hard-line Arab states and terrorist ele-
ments, as U.S. and Soviet pressure °"
their respective allies in the Middle b.-L
could serve to force acceptance ot t» |
agreement among the most relevant ,
the Arab states. . • '
Clearly, the status quo is most unaeM',|
able. Even more, its continuation ispra j
tically speaking untenable, as the P»^
tinian people are wronged by the occ"r '
tion and Israelis are forced into a posi" |
they regret. A solution, then, must o •;
compromise that affords self-determ",
tion for the Palestinians and security i
 ;
the Israelis. Such a solution is Possl1' ;f
mainly because it is clear that the c
 :
tinuance of the present situation is ciei;
mental to all sides concerned, but oni)
an international framework provides ^
support and guarantees for both I-sra /
and Arabs to overcome differences j
forge an agreement of coexistence. j
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Letters From A Pennsylvania Traveler
-By Gregory Poi t ras -
Wiirkl Outlook Editor
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Forihe first time since I've been here
at Trinity, student activists have moved
me to address their activities. The issue
at stake is whether the CIA should be
allowed to recruit on campus, but the so-
lution proposed by student activists cre-
ates a larger concern forme. TheTrinity
campus has been gearing for a few
weeks for such a protest movement.
Student activism is at high tide, and its
methods and goals leave a lot to be
desired.
On the day of the CIA protests I was
sitting in my 9:30 history class, expect-
ing a representative from the Progres-
sive Student Alliance (PSA) or at least
some members from the CIA demon-
stration to express their opinions on the
topic. Our professor had told us before
class that someone to this effect would
arrive during class. Luckily forme, I had
my CIA "fact of the day" in hand, so I
wassureourguestcouldnotsuipri.se me.
But sure enough, two students, dramati-
cally portraying what appeared to me as
oppressed chimneysweeps ran into our
class screaming "protect us, hide us from
them." Concluding that they were not
running from campus security, I soon
realized that I was in the midst of a
student activist skit, 1988-style. Two
dark-suited men with sunglasses on and
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"CIA" taped on their jackets entered the
class and, after administering a mock
injection of something, carried the
screaming chimneysweeps away. Our
class sat silently, more in confusion than
awe. It was then that I began to under-
stand the problem.
The problem I see with student activ-
ism concerning racism, the CIA, and
women's rights is oversimplification.
These issues are complex, yet not be-
yond the understanding of the Trinity
community. Instead of dealing with
these issues on intelligent levels of un-
derstanding, many of Trinity's student
activists have decided to deal with them
in sensationalized and cliched language.
In the process, their goals have become
confusing and insulting to much of this
campus.
Christine Quinn and Lisa Alvarez-
Calderon, in their March 1, Tripod Let-
ter to the Editor explained that "before
we can end racism we must identify its
real cause, organize against this cause,
and destroy it." They go on to explain
that "the institutions which white, An-
glo-Saxon, Protestant Americans cre-
ated and which we all now perpetuate are
at the core of racism's existence." The
key word is "all". It does not categori-
cally deny who may be racist or not.
Hooray for them!! Now if I focus my
eyes about five inches to the left of this
letter, I come to Bridget McCormack's
Letter to the Editor. Bridget's contribu-
The Delegate Battle
Super Tuesday pushed a lot of people over the edge. Iowa was bad, New
Hampshire was worse, but neither compared to the hype of the nation's first
"regional primary."
The Democrats, who went into March 8 hoping, but certainly not expecting,
some sort of initial consensus, instead got a favorite (Dick Gephardt) tossed out
on his ear and two underdogs (Al Gore and Jesse Jackson) invited to take his
place. It wasn't pretty- protectionism apparently doesn't sell like it used to.
Mike Dukakis had a reasonably strong showing down South, so he remains the
front-runner, but his hopes of avoiding a brokered convention are ever-slimmer.
George Bush's resounding victory in 16 states seemingly locked up the
nomination for him, but it may end up causing trouble in November. It was too
easy. Since Bush won, his strategists got the credit, of course; if he had lost, it
would have been Bush's own weakness at fault. Bob Dole may be doing him a
small favor by staying in the race, at least for this week. The longer the Repub-
licans can avoid a direct favorite vs. alternative confrontation between Bush and
Pat Robertson, the better. Bad blood remains between their camps since the
Bush organization taught the Robertson people about hardball politics in win-
ning the Michigan Caucuses in January. 32 delegates seemed a lot more impor-
tant then.
For those with strong stomachs who can't get enough of the '88 Campaign,
Republicans (1,139 needed)
Bush 705
Dole 163
Kemp 39
Robertson 17
Uncommitted 35
Democrats (2,082 needed)
Dukakis
Jackson
Gore
Gephart
Simon
Uncommitted
460.5
423.55
352.8
145
35.5
276.65
tion to the Hartford community is proba-
bly larger than 1 will accomplish in a
lifetime. If there is someone on campus
that can explain racism, at least from a
white's perspective, I would guess it
would be her. However, instead of
drawing from her vast experience on this
issue, she oversimplifies her point. She
says "institutionalized power in this
country is in white, male, heterosexual,
protestant hands." So the question is
"who is right?" Christine Quinn and
Lisa Alvarez-Calderon say we all might
share the blame for racism. Bridget
McCormack, in her argument defining
who is at fault, simply points out "look
who runs this school and who runs this
country" as part of the basis for her
explanation.
In our March 8 issue of the Tripod, our
Letters to the Editor again, with a couple
of exceptions, fueled student activist
oversimplification. The letter written by
Sarah Despres and Charles Caspari &
Co. on the CIA protests says (now try to
follow this) "this is not a 'ban the CIA'
movement" and follow this by saying
the movement is "to ensure that the CIA
in its present state |is] not allowed to
recruit on campus." Does anybody see
the problem with this argument?
Chris Weller's letter on the same sub-
ject says "clods shut up and don't vote,"
yet explained before this that "dissent
and speaking out are the lifeblood of
democracy." According to Weller, the
difference between clod speech and anti-
CIA speech is how informed each group
was at the CIA rally. I am sure that the
Constitution is not there to protect only
intelligent or informed speech. 1 would
consider it a mammoth danger if both
sides relied on the CIA "facts of the day"
the PSA provided all of us daily as justi-
fication of their views. My precise fear
of the anti-CIA movement was their
confused goal of preventing the CIA
from recruiting on campus by virtue of
the oversimplified facts they relied on
for their trite protest.
I now arrive at Mark Biedennann's
letter to the editor on the issue of includ-
ing during graduation a pledge seniors
would sign that called on the graduates
to know the social and environmental
problems associated with their future
employers before they decide to work
for them. Many seniors found the peti-
tion insulting to theircommon sense that
four years at Trinity might have pro-
vided. As for myself, I would have hated
to be a senior who didn't sign such a list
under the serotinous eyes of those "ho-
lier than thou" individuals that did.
Let's face it. We are not here at
Trinity because we are unintelligent.
The goal of student activists and the
methods employed by the same will not
appeal to many students or faculty when
it is presented at such trivial and simpli-
fied levels. What student activism
should attempt is to unite our campus for
or against an issue, yet I see the only
accomplishment of many of those con-
cerned with racism, the CIA, women's
rights, and the environment has been the
further fragmentation and hostility be-
tween certain factions on campus. This
article is an attempt to point out the Haws
of .student activism on campus, but I
concede that the larger issues are those
being addressed by the student activists.
I hail their concern and participation
(especially ConnPIRG, whom I don't
mean to indict in this article). The SNCC
conference in April is an event our stu-
dent activists and others cannot afford to
miss. The success of student activism on
this campus may depend on the lessons
we learn.
Will Cuomo Miss His Chance?
-By Bill Sull ivan-
World Outlook Editor
Now that Super Tuesday has passed,
the presidential campaign should slip
into a slower, if not smoother, gear.
Even if they could, no one has the energy
to try to duplicate the intensity of Iowa,
New Hampshire, and the nation's first
"regional primary" in the South. After
several months of stumping, front-run-
ners have finally started to emerge,
while also-rans have dropped from
sight, some possibly forever.
Media attention has gone twenty-
seven different directions so far, but has
essentially avoided the man many poll-
sters last year named the early favorite
for the presidency, Mario Cuomo.
Cuomo has been a crowd favorite since
his renowned "national family" speech
at the 1984 Democratic Convention in
San Francisco, so his refusal to enter the
race disappointed an awful lot of people.
In that speech, he spoke inspiringly of
America as a single community with
common values and heritage. Immedi-
ately, he became the future of a party
which was having problems with its
image as well as unity. Ironically, the
identity of the Democratic Party was
being altered at the same time it nomi-
nated Walter Mondale, a symbol of the
the difficulties of the past.
Cuomo certainly held the right cards-
as a press favorite and successful gover-
nor (of electorate-rich New York), he
was assured of being a contender. For
some reason, he decided not to run.
There were a number of explanations
offered, Cuomo said little, other than
cloaking himself in humility. Some
speculated that he simply felt he had
work left to do in Albany, a responsibil-
ity which he enjoyed, and which had to
be fulfilled before making a run at na-
tional office.
The major theory, however, is that
he, as well as other highly-regarded
Democrats like Bill Bradley and Sam
Nunn, is scared to death of inheriting
President Reagan's economic policies,
specifically the federal deficit. Appar-
ently taking his cue from Dr. Ravi Batra,
who hit the New York Times Best-Seller
list predicting The Great Depression of
1990. Cuomo believes the next president
is doomed to be the next Herbert Hoover.
There are a couple of problems with this,
assuming it is true. First, drawing politi-
cal parallels is dangerous, if not worth-
less- there are simply too many vari-
ables. Second, you never know if you'll
get a second chance. For most, realisti-
cally speaking, it's a once-in-a-lifetime
chance. The political climate may
change or lightning may strike. Ask
Gary Hart. He didn't return to the cam-
paign so much because he thought he
would win as because he would regret
never having tried. People can and do
say a lot of things about Hart, but they
can't question the fact that he believes he
has something to say.
Great presidents are borne of crisis,
not harmony. Throughout American
history, when true leadership has been
needed, someone has emerged to offer
it. It doesn't matter if you believe
Reagan's policies spell certain disaster
or prosperity. If a depression occurs, if
something goes wrong (and it has hap-
pened before), you have to want to be
that person to put things right. The
presidency is a peak reached by the se-
lect few; if you don't believe you are the
best, there is no point in running at all.
If Cuomo believes he is the best, there
is no good excuse for not running, espe-
cially when a crisis may be around the
corner. We live today in the so-called
"smaller world;" for the United States to
remain a powerful force in the world will
require engaging our own problems with
as much fervor as we seem to address
everyone else's. Running away does no
one any good.
Everyone will find out how serious
Cuomo has been about staying in New
York soon enough; the primary there is
April 19, and it would probably be his
last and only chance to jump into the
campaign should there be no clear front-
runner. A brokered convention this July
in Atlanta is a definite possibility, so
there would be some slim chance for him
to capture the nomination. But don't
count on him for anything but a speech.
Cuomo was in the limelight for a split
second several weeks ago, as the Demo-
cratic candidates made unabashed
pitches for his endorsement during a
New York debate. By holding out, he
may have almost entirely written him-
self out of the nominating process. He
can only hope he hasn't also missed his
best chance to occupy the Oval Office. It
isn't a possibility I would want to live
with.
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People
United,
Resisting
Oppression
Members of the Trinity
community are
invited to a candelight vigil,
March 17th at 7:00 p.m., on
the Cave patio. Please join
us in the struggle for dignity.
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Yankees & Toronto Will Fight For AL East Title
" -By Matthew G. Miller-
Sporl.s Editor
Yes, the baseball season is upon us,
* and the smell of artificial surface, pine
tar, and Bob Homer's buffet spread, fill
the air. Without further ado, here are this
editor's choice for the American League
* races.
A.L. East
1. New York Yankees. This is by no
means a sure bet. With Billy Martin
" back for his 5th term, anything can and
will happen between him and Boss
George. The keys to the Yankee situ-
, , ation are starting pitching and shortstop.
* Rafarl Santana must make the jump
from Queens to the Bronx, and learn to
handle the Boss's tirades. If he can't,
.perpetual whipping boy Bobby
' 'Meacham, who contrary to popular
opinion is quite talented, will be forced
tofacethebruntoffhefury. Theacquisi-
'•' .lion of Richard Dotson will help, but
' •' Ron Guidry and John Candelaria must
have turnaround years, and Tommy
John has to keep producing magic.
.Rookie Al Leiter also must produce.
•^Dave Righetti will be a stopper in the
bullpen once again. And who will catch?
But no one can argue with a lineup con-
, ,sisting of Don Mattingly, Dave Win-
Vfield, Jack Clark, Mike Pagliarulo,
Rickey Henderson (a Martin favorite),
and a healthy Willie Randolph.
'rp2. Toronto Blue Jays. This team has a
lot of talent, but somehow lacks the
leadership to go all the way, as their
recent late season col lapses attest to. For
•\ -this team to win, Tony Fernandez, per-
haps the best shortstop in the league
before fracturing his elbow late last sea-
son, must come back at full strength, a
•ftact that is in question right now. Ernie
Whitt must also have a repent of his
l.26u, 19 HR, 75 RBI) season behind the
plate. The outfield is perhaps the best in
f,-naseball, consisting of MVP George
"Bell, Jesse Barfield (28 HR, 84 RBI),
and Lloyd Moseby (26 HR, 96 RBI).
First base could be a problem, as could
second, of Nelson Liriano fails to proj-
ect. Pitching is first class, with Jimmy
Key, Jeff Musselman, Dave Stieb head-
ing the starting staff, and "The Termina-
tor" Tom Henke (34 SV) leading a deep
bullpen.
3.Milwaukee Brewers. This was the
surprise team of last year before Minne-
sota decided to take over the title. The
Brewers should have another fine year,
and a challenge for the top is not out of
the question. Led by Paul Molitor(.353,
16 HR, 75 RBI), centerfielder Robin
Yount(,312, 21HR, 103 RBI) and solid
talent at most spots, the Brew Crew
should have no problem scoring runs.
Pitching is another question. After All-
Star Teddy Higuera (18-10, 3.85) the
Brewers aren't too deep. Juan Nieves
and Bill Wegman must continue to im-
prove for this team to move into conten-
tion. The bullpen is fairly solid, with the
feared Dan Plcsac, and young Chuck
Crim. There is help in the minors as well,
with infielders Steve Kiefer (31 HR in 95
games in AAA), Joey Meyer (29 HR in
79 games in AAA), and outfielder Steve
Stanicek (.353, 25 HR, 106 RBI in 117
games in AAA), leading a deep minor
league feeding system.
4. Boston RedSox. Please don't yell. I
know, Boston is going to win the pen-
nant, they are the greatest ever, Lee
Smith is just below God. I know. But
they aren't going to win with Jeff Sellers
as their fourth starter, or with Tom
Bolton and Rob Woodward as their re-
lievers behind Smith. Smith will help
immensely, taking over the closer role
from the shattered Calvin Shiraldi, who
has never recovered from his '86 Series
disaster. The loss of Ellis Burks hurts,
but it gives phenom Brady Anderson a.
chance to shine. With Sam Horn (14 HR
in 48 games), Todd Benzinger, and Mike
Greenwell (.328,19 HR, 89 RBI) Boston
has a great nucleus for the future, but for
the present, the Bosox will continue to
Tae Kwon Does It
-By Chantal Bade-
Spccial to the Tripod
p
" Trinity was well-represented Sunday
March 6th at the 7th Annual Connecticut
' State Tae Kwon Do Championships.
>fhe competition was held at Hamden
High School, and Trinity's Tae Kwon
; Do Club came home with seven medals
r«i the adult division. Members had the
choice of competing in form (a set pat-
tern of moves, varying from belt to belt),
'. parring (divided by belt and weight), or
in both categories. The club members,
and their results, are as follows:
Eve Perugini '88: Gold Medal, yellow
belt form; Hao Loi '88: Gold Medal,
white belt form, Bronze Medal, white
belt sparring; Robert Bibow '88: Gold
Medal, yellow belt sparring; Michael
Fox: Bronze Medal, white belt sparring;
Chantal Bade, Silver Medal, white belt
form; Scott Sherman, Bronze Medal,
yellow belt form; Chris Metcalf, no
medal, but an excellent showing in the
yellow belt form category.
f
CARILLFS PIZZA
CARILLI'S PIZZA is
Hartford's only deli with
pizza, grinders, sandwiches,
meals, salads, and free deliv-
ery! (w/ $4 minimum)
Carilli's small pizzas start
at only $4.00. We also offer
sheet pizza for larger par-
ties, and are open from
lunch to midnight, Tues-
day to Saturday.
24 New Britain Ave.
247-0514
rely on the magic of Wade Boggs (.363),
and the solid play of the aging Dwighl
Evans (.305,34 HR, 123 RBI). Jim Rice
has shown signs of age, and Boston
cannot afford a repeat of his poor '87
season. Roger Clemens is the best
pitcher in baseball, and Bruce Hurst is a
tough, although overrated lefty. But Oil
Can Boyd is a flake, who has great talent,
but no brain; if he can relax he can win
17, if not look for more turmoil.
5. Detroit Tigers. When Detroit said
goodbye to Kirk Gibson, they said goo-
dbye to any chance for a repeat of their
'87 Division Title. Newly acquired
Gary Pettis will take Gibson's spot in the
outfield; Pettis is a slick fielder who can
fly, but he strikes out constantly and hit a
palty .208; pennant are not made of .208
hitting leadoff men. Matty Nokes had a
great rookie year (.289,32 HR, 87 RBI),
and was ably spelled by Mike Heath, but
this is by far the strength of Detroit's
position spots. Darrell Evans continues
to defy Father Time (34 HR, 99 RBI), but
Ray Knight is no more than adequate at
third. Alan Trammel I is one of the best in
the game at short (,343, 28 HR, 105
RBI), but his mate Lou Whitaker looks
to be on the downslide. Detroit's pitch-
ing is unspactular after Jack Morris, the
winningest pitcher in the'80's. If Doyle
Alexander can repeat his heroics this
year (9-0, 1.53 in Detroit), 1 will be
amazed, Walt Terrell is hurt, and Mark
Thurmond is now an Oriole. Jeff Robin-
son has promise but isn't ready yet, and
Frank Tanana. with his new $1.1 million
contract must improve on his 15-10 rec-
ord. Mark Henneman is the bullpen, and
he is only in his second year.
6. Baltimore Orioles. This is a team in
trouble. They have awful pitching, no
third baseman, no depth, and a team full
of aging superstars. Cal Ripken is solid
at short, Billy Ripken, his brother is
promising, but unproven at second, and
Eddie Murray, the target of media wrath
in recent years can be excellent at first.
You can guarantee that Fred Lynn will
get hurt at some point, and it remains to
be seen if Larry Sheets can repeat his
stellar 1987 (.316, 31 HR, 94 RBI).
Terry Kennedy is a solid, if unspectacu-
lar catcher. Pitching is another question.
After Mike Boddicker, the cupboard is
almost bare. Newly acquired Mike
Morgan may help (at least he got rid of
Ken Dixon), as will Mark Thurmond and
Doug Sisk, who will give some accept-
able innings. Mark Williamson showed
some promise, and young Jose Bautista
is being counted on to step into the rota-
tion. Bullpen, what bullpen?
7. Cleveland Indians. If the Orioles
have pitching problems, what do you
call Cleveland's situation? Blight, cata-
clysm, disaster, debacle, wreck, wash-
out, scourge? The list could go on for-
ever. A team with an ERA of 5.28 is not
going to win many games, and Cleve-
land won't again this year. Greg Swin-
dell has much promise, but must stay
healthy, John Farrell was acceptable, as
was Doug Jones at the end of last year.
But when a team invites 40, yes 40,
pitchers to camp, you can assume there
are some problems. Cleveland can score
though. Led by the clutch Pat Tabter,
Brook Jacoby, Joe Carter, exciting Julio
Franco, and Mel Hall, the Indians will
lose a lot of 10-9 games this year. Sec-
ond base is a huge question mark, with
Tommy Hinzo, a talent, but one who has
not yet played a full season, filling the
bill. The loss of leadoff hitter Brett But-
ler will hurt. Dave Clark (30 HR in
AAA) can help, and Cory Snyder must
regain his rookie form for this team to go
anywhere. Our own Jay "the Hammer"
Williamson would be a huge improve-
ment over this team's pathetic catching
situation; the players, whose names
aren't worthy of mention, combined for
9 HR and 35 RBI. HELP!!!
Next week, the AL West.
Mets The Class Of The NL East
-By Bill Charest-
Assistant Sports Editor
Thank the Lord Spring Training is
here: Billy Packer was beginning to
make me ill. Even though the Grapefruit
League means nothing, it's always good
to get an early look at the various teams
around the league, and see what looks to
be the story for the coming season. After
a little thought, here's what I think will
transpire in this season's edition of the
Senior Circuit.
National League East
1. New York Mets: All right, so I'm a
Mets fan! No one can argue that the Mets
are obvious favorites here. Their lineup
is power-packed, with Darryl Straw-
berry (39 HR, 104 RBI, 36 SB), Howard
Johnson (36 HR, 99 RBI), Gary Carter
(20 HR, 83 RBI), Kevin McReynolds
(29 HR, 95 RBI) and ever-clutch Keith
Hernandez (.299, 18 HR, 89 RBI) com-
prising a formidable middle of the order.
Rookie shortstop Kevin Elster (.310,74
RBI at Tidewater) will be underpressure
to produce - if he fails, minor-league
phenom Craig Jeffries (.367,20 HR, 101
RBI, 26 SB at Jackson) may be called
upon. Scrappers Tim Teufei (.308 in 97
games), Len Dykstra (.284, 27 SB),
Wally Backman (.250, 11 SB in 94
games) and Elster will be relied upon to
get on base ahead of the big boys. The
pitching is far and away the best in the
majors, with five starters (Dwight
Gooden, Ron Darling, Sid Fernandez,
Bob Ojeda, Rick Aguliera), two middle
relievers (David Cone, Terry Leach) and
two closers (Randy Myers, Roger
McDowell) that any team would love to
have. Two things can stop the Mets this
year: Carter and Hernandez' age (35 and
34, respectively), and Darryl
Strawberry's ego. But trading away
Jesse Orosco translates into at least five
more wins for the Mets. Prediction:
100-62.
2. St. Louis Cardinals: The Cards may
have lost a chance at another title when
they lost Jack Clark. But there is a lot
more to this team, and to underestimate
the brilliance of manager Whitey Her-
zog is a big mistake. The Cards' team
defense and team speed is the best in the
majors, with shortstop Ozzie Smith
(.303, 43 SB), centerfielder Willie
McGee (.285, 105 RBI, 16 SB), second
baseman Tom Herr (.263, 83 RBI), and
third beaseman Terry Pendleton (.286,
96 RBI) all being Gold-Glovers. Bob
Horner takes over for Clark at first, and
pan ides a bonafide cleanup-hitter for a
good-hitting lineup, and catcher Tony
Perm (,215) is certainly better than last
year's figures indicate. Jim Lindeman
(.208) will be given another chance in
right field, and speedster Vince Cole-
man (.289, 109 SB) is simply the fastest
in the game. The pitching is solid, with
steady John Tudor (10-2, 3.84), clutch
performer Danny Cox (11-9, 3.88), and
youngsters Joe Magrane (9-7, 3.54) and
Greg Mathews (11 -11,3.73). In the bull-
pen, Todd Worrell (36 saves) and lefty
Ken Dayley (9-5, 2.66) arc two of the
best in the game. Don't underestimate
this team, although a lack of power will
hurt them in the Dog Days of August.
Prediction: 94-68.
3. Montreal Expos: This is a weird
team. They used retread pitchers Dennis
Martinez and Pascual Perez down the
stretch to get them within five games of
the top last year. They won't be so lucky
this year. Tim Raines (.330, 50 SB) is
one of the best players in baseball, Tim
Wallach (.298,26, 123) is the one of the
best third baseman in the National
League, and youngster Andres Gallar-
aga (.305, 13, 9,0) is developing into a
star at first. But there's something about
Mike Fitzgerald (.240) behind the piate
•and Casey Candaele (.272) at second
that doesn't translate into a champion-
ship. Starting pitching is questionable:
NealHeaton(13-10,but 1-6 after July 1)
is only an average starter, Bryn Smith
(10-9, 4.37) has seen better days, Floyd
Youmans (9-8, 4,64) is a tremendous
question mark after drug rehab, and Joe
Hesketh (Joe Hesketh?!??) is just plain
bad. The bullpen will help the Expos be
competitive, with Tim Burke (7-0,1.18,
18 saves), Andy McGaffigan (12 saves)
andBobMcClure(6-l ,5 saves) around
to protect whatever leads the Expos may
get. However, the Canadian fans will do
better watching the Blue Jays this year,
or maybe the Argonauts. Predictions:
85-77.
4. Philadelphia Phillies: The Phillies
were expected to make some noise last
year, and some expect them to do so this
year. I don't. The Phils did themselves a
great service getting a true leadoff hitter
in Phil BradSey (.297,14 HR, 40 SB with
Seattle). Bradley is a solid player, and
having him on base, along with Milt
Thompson (.302, 46 SB), will allow
Juan Samuel (28 HR, 100 RBI), Von
Hayes (21 HR, 84 RBI) and Mike
Schmidt (.293,35, 113) to be even more
productive than last year. Catcher Lance
Parrish (.245, 17, 67) suffered through
an awful transition to the NL last year,
and should be better, although he may be
past his prime. Fine - so they'll score
some runs. If it weren't for the Ohio
River, the Phillies starters would be the
biggest disaster area in the state. Shane
Rawley (17-11, 4.39) is getting old,
though he should contribute. But Mike
Maddux (6-6,4.35), Dave Palmer (8-11,
4.90), and Bruce Ruffin (11 -14,4.35) do
not cut the mustard (or the bread, or the
bologna...). Steve Bedrosian (2.83 ERA,
40 saves) is a great reliever, but only if
the Phillies manage to get leads (which
they will seldom do). These guys might
score more points per game than the
football Eagles, but they will probably
give up more as well. Maybe they could
call Buddy Ryan? Prediction: 82-80.
5. Pittsburgh Pirates: It's usually diffi-
cult to be upbea! about a fifth-place
team, but this is an exception. The Pi-
rates have two very talented outfielders
in strong-armed Andy Van Slyke (.293,
21, 82) and exciting Barry Bonds (25
HR, 32 SB), a speedster off the bench in
JohnCangelosi (21 SB in 182 AB), and a
young outfield prospect the could make
some noise in Tony Chance (.318, 23
HR, 96 RBI at Salem). Bobby Bonilla
(.300, 77 RBI) is a promising young
player, while Sid Bream (.275,13,65) is
adequate at first. But Bream is the team's
only good right-handed hitter (though
Chance is a righty), and it blows my
mind how any team can survive with
Rafael Beliiard (.207) at short. Pitching
is a strong point, with Mike Dunne (13-
6, 3.03), who was arguably the league's
best starter in the second half (attention
Rotisserie-leaguers). Dunne is sup-
ported by promising Doug Drabek {11-
12, 3.88), Mike Bielecki (12-10, 3.78),
swingman Bob Walk (8-2, 3.31) and
closer Jeff Robinson (2.85 ERA, 14
saves). Rookie Mike York (17-6, 3.26 at
Macon) may be called on to help. This is
a team on the rise - only their lack of any
experience and power-hitting prevents
me from picking them higher. Predic-
tion: 79-83.
6. Chicago Cubs: The new lights at
Wrigley Field will only help show Chi-
cago fans what art awful team the Cubs
are this year. MVP Andre Dawson (.287,
49, 137) hadacareeryearlastyear, but
its unlikely he will accomplish the same
feats this year. Second baseman Ryne
Sandberg{,293,16HR.2I SB) is a great
player, as well. But with Leon Durham
(27 HR) about to be traded, and Keith
Moreland taking his 27 HR to San Di-
ego, a lot of Cubs fans will be tuning in to
arena football this summer. Shawon
Dunston (.246) is still only 25, and
rookie Wade Rowdon (.337, 18, 113 at
Iowa) will help, but it's too little, too
late. Also unfortunate forthe Cubs is that
RickSutcliffe (18-10,3.68) cannot pitch
six times a week; instead they must call
on Al Nipper (11-12, 5.43), Scott San-
derson (8-9,4.29) and Jamie Moyer (12-
15,5.10), which is like throwing alcohol
on a fire. And, of course, New England-
ers know what relying on Calvin
Schiraldi as your stopper can do to a
team. Maybe it would be better to leave
this team in the dark after all.,. Predic-
tion: 71-91.
The National League West will be pre-
viewed next week...
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Sudden Death" Softball Looks To Repeat
LJ 1 L4.\^i.V^i-V'X L I—' \^ML v-i- L _ snrine. pears to throw harder everv dav.
Matthew G. Miller
-By David .1. Barone-
Special to the Tripod
The partisans of the 1894 University of Mississippi football team were
known as an enthusiastic, but well behaved lot. The commotion in their
rooting section after A.P. Simmons scored a touchdown to give L.S.U. a 6-0
lead would thus be a little surprising to those who were not in attendance,
had it not been for the fact that Mr. Simmons was the L.S.U. coach, who had
donned uniform in anticipation of just such a special occasion. Fortunately,
Ole Miss rallied to win 26-6.
The uproar following the touchdown by Simmons, who had graduated
from Yafe some years previously, was nothing compared to the tumult some
weeks later when another southern power dressed a player for the 8th con-
secutive year, a player who had yet to attend a class.
Thus it came to be that Dr. William L. Dudley of Vanderbilt called together
representatives of 7 other colleges for the purpose of "developing, regulat-
ing, and purifying collegiate athletics" and the Southeastern Athletic Confer-
ence was formed.
It was for similar reasons that the Chancellor of New York University
convened a meeting of colleges which led to the formation of the NCAA in
1906,
In 1930, Dr. James R. Angeli, President of Yale, called for reform because as
to football, "there is too much proselytizing, subsidizing and under the table
payments for talent. Because winning teams mean cash to pay for big
overheads, everybody has gone cockeyed trying to outhustle each other for
star players...coaches are soliciting high school stars with promises of cash."
The era prior to World War II was one of, for the most part, an uncritical
sports media. The foibles of stars were covered with the robes heroism rather
than stripped bare for the entertainment of the general public. It was an era
when Babe Ruth was allegedly chased naked through a bar car on a railroad
train transporting his team to the midwest by an irate lady wielding a knife,
and a sports columnist turned to another and said; "It's a good thing we •
didn't see what we saw, or we'd have to write about it." Thus we may never
know how bad things really were.
We may, however, garner an idea from the famous short story by George
Fitch written in 1908 entitled we saw, or we'd have to write about it." Thus
we may never know how bad things really were.
We may, however, garner an idea from the famous short story by George
Fitch written in 1908 entitled "The Big Strike at Siwash". In it, Fitch explains
how Coach Bost Smith built his football team from scratch. "To begin with,
he ran five men down to the registrar's office from the train, entered them as
classics major with a guitar minor and hustled them off to the football field.
They were in footballclothes when they arrived and ten minutes after they
got into town, they were running signals." Fitch then explained how the
fullback was obtained. "Bost found him in the Wisconsin woods chopping
down pine trees for $30 a month and convinced him that a college education
woulcl increase his income 100%...he matriculated in art and specialized in
burntwood—kept the grate fire going in the school art parlor."
Obviously then, the pressures of the pre-television era produced more
than a little recruiting irregularity. All evidence points to a similar, if not
worse, situation today in an era when a successful team means television and
postseason appearance money, which is almost a necessity if the athletic
budget is to be balanced.
Wnile it should never be thought that college sports lack the likes of
coaches who run squeaky clean programs, such as paternal Joe Paterno of
Penn State, fiesty Bo Schembechler of Michigan or trigger-tempered Bobby
Knight of Indiana, the crisis confronting college sports today is not are there
enough of them?
In an era where law firms are being started specifically to represent
colleges whose programs are being investigated for NCAA infractions, the
self-nghteousness and reflexive defensiveness of many major sports college
is all too reminiscent of bygone years.
In 1951, the first college basketball bribe scandal broke. Ultimately, 32
players from 7 schools were convicted with rumors abounding that numer-
ous other players, some coaches and referees had escaped indictment only by
the skin of their teeth. The scandal was a democratic affair, involving
Protestant, Catholic, and Jew alike, blacks and whites, ballplayers who were
functional illiterates and at least one high school valedictorian.
The trial brought out that many of the defendants would never have been
admitted to college had it not been for their basketball prowess. City College
of New York, then a basketball power, admitted a player who had a 70.43
average in high school, below CCNY's entrance requirement of 75. His
average was recorded on CCNY's records as 75.5. He was obliged to take an
entrance exam, and was credited with an 89.4. He actually scored 70.62,
which again would have disqualified him from admission.
Another athlete wound up attending Long Island University, where in his
senior year his courses were music, oil painting, rhythm and dance, public
speaking and physical education. He had an IQ of 82, had finished in the
bottom 10% of his class, had been refused acceptance at Duquesne, had an
average of 1.2 for a semester at Villanova and then withdrew to enter L.I.U.
The University of Kentucky was criticized by the presiding judge at the
trials for the way they handled their athletic program. In response, the
Governor of Kentucky and President of the University of Kentucky, in a
public statement placed primary blame on the gambling atmosphere in New
York and claimed to "have erred in several respects, but one of their gravest
errors was in ever permitting a team to play in Madison Square Garden."
While blaming evil New York for most their problems, these officials
neglected to mention that the person who had been the fixer and corrupterof
the five Kentuckyplayers convicted had himself been a New Yorker,and had
been given a football scholarship at Kentucky despite the fact that his 68.5
high school average and his class standing of being in the bottom 4.8% of his
graduating class mad him ineligible to be admitted into Kentucky in the first
place.
Things are not all that much better today. Several years back, within a one
week period, UCLA went on probation for basketball violations, Florida
State was accused of improper medical treatment (pain killers for athletes)
and under the table cash payments to athletes, a southern school was
involved in a sex scandal involving players and a coach, and Rick Kuhn of
Boston College was sent to prison for fixing basketball games.
Oklahoma has twice been punished for altering high school transcripts.
Wichita State has been punished for recruiting violations 6 times in 27 years.
250 schools have been on probation in the 30 years the NCAA has been trying
to regulate recruiting.
SMU has been on probation 4 times and currently has lost its football team
for giving a down payment of $10,000 plus monthly cash payments to get a
Continued Above
Even before the last of winter's snow
had disappeared, many members of the
women's Varsity Softball Team have
been participating in indoot practices,
working on throwing and hitting and
getting ready for the upcoming season.
Coaching the Lady Bants once again
will be Don Miller and Richard Ellis.
Both coaches are optimistic that the
team will have yet another successful
season and possibly another NIAC
championship. The Softball team en-
joyed a 11-1 record last year, impres-
sively defeating Bates and Wheaton to
capture the NIAC championship last
spring.
Returning for the Lady Bants will be
Senior Captain Maria Ollari, a spirited
team leader as well as a dominant force
in the infield at second base. Senior Lisa
Lake will be both a defensive threat at
third, and an offensive threat both at the
plate and on the basepaths. Completing
the infield will be Kathy Ennis '90 at
short and Karyn Farquhar '90 at first.
Sophomore Lisa Banks will retain her
responsibilities behind the plate.
On the mound this season will be
Trinity Softball pitching ace Leanne
LeBrun '89, who compiled an 11-1 rec-
ord last year. Sharing the duties of
pitching will be Senior Kathleen Dowl-
ing, a reliable all-around player, and
newcomer Kattya Lopez '91, who ap-
pears to throw harder every day.
With the departure of Debbie Owen
'88andAmyLoiacono'89thisyear,twcf
outfield positions will up for grabs. The
fleet-flooted Robin Silver '90 will oc-
cupy centerfield, but as for who will play
left or right, it's anyone's guess at this*
point. Karen Gelormino, a sophomore,
whose accurate arm and excellent hitting
will keep her possibilities strong as an
outfielder, and freshman Louise Van-**
DerDoes, Karen Leonard, and Mia Mor-
ton w i 11 add their. Other women compet-
ing tor spots on the team are Katherine
"Kat" Wills '90, and Gabin Rubin "90. •
The season starts soon after Spring
Break and the Lady Bants are hoping to
get more support from Lady Bant fans
after their trip to South Carolina. *'
Woman's Lacrosse Rebuilding
-By Dan Sheehan-
Sports Writer
Women's Lacrosse coach Robin
Sheppard sees no reason to "panic."
Sheppard has a lot of confidence in her
players and although there are "a lot of
unfamiliar faces this year," 10 seniors
from last year's team are gone and only 5
varsity players are returning, the talent
and work ethic of an outstanding team
are there, it's just a matter of blending it
all togelher.
Trinity's victory over Bowdoin in
last years championship game, which
concluded an undefeated season, earned
the team its fourth NIAC title in the last
five years. Gone from last year's dream
team are All-American goalkeeper Sara
Couch and her unique, aggressive abili-
ties around the net. Also missing are the
speedy Cerrone Berkley, defensive stal-
wart Nat Perkins, and co-captains Ginny
Vogel and Betsy Jones. Being a tradi-
tional power is enjoyable only while
you're still on top. This year's team is
feeling the pressure. Every team they
face will be at their best against the
Bantams.
The Bantam's five returning players,
all seniors, all contributed last year and
will be relied upon this year to get things
rolling early, taking some of the pressure
of the less experienced players. Laura
von Seldeneck, will anchor the defense
from her third man position. Jen
Brewster, the most versatile player on
the team, will probably play center.
Opponents will have tocontend with the
Bantams talented and interchangeable
offensive home players. Ellie Pierce,
Alyssa Kolowrat, and Diane Christie
(who appears to be recovered from a leg
injury) will combine to give the Bants
one of the top offensive attacks in New
England.
Coach Sheppard and her assistant,
Martha Rice, are optimistic. The team
has been practicing inside since Febru-
ary 15th at odd hours and in limited
space. Now that the weather has begun to
cooperate, practices have shifted out-
doors. After a productive round robin
scrimmage last Saturday against Smith,
Mt. Holyoke, and Williams, the team has
begun to show signs of working out the
kinks.
Replacing All-American Couch
will be difficult, but Coach Sheppard has
the pleasure of having two hard working
and spirited goalkeepers in juniors Laura
Everett and Liz McKee who are both
anxious to take over. Sophomores Sarah
Crissman (defensive wing), Mary Bah
Madarasz (attack wing), Tris Vaughan.
(attack wing), and MVP of last year's JV j
team Heidi Wisbach (cover point or
point), are ready to step in and contrib-
ute.
Freshmen Meg Montgomery an*
Stasia Talbot are looking to compliment
von Seldeneck and Wisbach on defense.
Sydney Brown and Cooie Stetson are •
both learning quickly. With so man)-,
new players, Coach Sheppard has tried
to slick with the basics on both offense
and defense in the team's pre -season
preparations. '
The Bants first regular season game
is during vacation, on April 1st against
Middlebury. Guess where they are play-
ing it? In Bermuda. The team leaves
March 26th and it will be hard pressed to
find some free time during their stay tc
enjoy the sun, sand, and surf as Coacli
Sheppard has scheduled double sessions
every clay.
Coach Sheppard will not accept
what many may see this upcoming sea-
son as a "rebuilding year." Every yeans.
a rebuilding year. Only this year it sr
going to take a little more hard wort
Sheppard and her players appear to be..
ready for the challenge.
Sudden Death's Better Half
Continued from Previous Column
star high school athlete to play for
the Mustangs, along with cash pay-
ments to other players as well.
A number ofPacific Coast schools
were found to have granted credits
to athletes to keep them eligible for
fictitious course attendance in other
college during the summer. A
UCLA athletic advisor is accused of
paying for the abortion of girl
friends of players, of scalping com-
plimentary tickers for the players
and number of other violations.
St. Louis University was penal-
ized for conducting illegal off-sea-
son workouts and covering up the
situation.
The LSU athletic director was
penalized for installing bugs in his
office in an attempt to find out what
the NCAA was up to in an investiga-
tion of LSU recruiting practices.
At any given time, about 17
schools will be on probation for of-
fenses ranging from grade-altering
to illegal payments to athletes and
another 30 or so under investigation.
USC is prohibited from playing in
football bowl games for two years
because an assistant coach scalped
tickets for players and gave 34 play-
ers credit for courses they did not
attend.
Jerry Tarkanian was basketball
coach at Long Beach State when they
were accused of any number of vio-
lations in 1974. In 1982, UNLV
where Tarkanian is currently head
coach, was accused of fraudulent
entrance exams, excessive aid to ath-
letes, co-signing auto loans, illegal
airline transportation, giving cash,
obtaining scholarships for brothers
of athletes. Tarkanian has pointed
out that his schools are unfairly
singled out since his players are
from the ghettos and so are the play-
ers from UCLA, and his kids take
buses, while the UCLA players now
drive cars.
University of Georgia athletic di-
rector and head football coach,
Vince Dooley, one day in 1985, called
upon his basketball coach to do a
better job in the future in preventing
recruiting violations which caused
NCAA to fine George 225g. Shortly
thereafter, Jan Kemp was awarded a
verdict for harassment after she was
fired from the teaching staff for com-
plaining of soft academic treatment
for University of Georgia football
players in remedial programs. The
transcript of court testimony indi-
cates that academically unqualified
athletes were admitted for their
"revenue potential".
As an aftermath of the death of
Len Bias from an overdose of drugs,
it was learned that Wendy White-
house, Academic Counselor for
Maryland basketball players, had
resigned when 5 of her 12 players in
the squad flunked out, saying the
school had not placed enough em-
phasis on academics for athletes.
Her predecessor from the year be-
fore had quit for the same reason.
It was further learned that colorful
coach Lefty Driesell of the Terrapins,
who has since resigned as coach, but
is still being paid the remainder of
his salary on the long term contract,
had, of his last 19 recruits, 15 players
who did not meet the minimum
standards for admission to the Uni-
versity of Maryland. Driesell had
previously survived charges by a
coed that he had attempted to harass
her into dropping charges that she
had been sexually attacked by a bas-
ketball player.
Perhaps it is best summed up by
Coach Nolan Richardson, Head Bas-
ketball Coach at the University of
Arkansas; "Recruiting pressures are
worse than ever before." '
In an era where high schools re-
cruit grammar school playen,
where grammar school coaches * v
ceive ptrks for steering the rightM
to the right high school, where
Chicago, one Righ school boo*
club raised $70,000 for the fbcrftaj,
team, where some grammar sciw
basketball teams are ptaJWg./,
games a year, what can the so-cau»
Student-athlete expect once he ism,
big-time college athleticT^f3^'
The next segment of this en
will examine the influx and uu«,
ence of blacks and women in in«-'..
collegiate sports.
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NHL LEADING GOALTENDERS (as
Peeters, Wash.
Hayward, Montreal
Lemelin, Boston
, Malarchuk, Wash.
Liut, Hartford
Roy, Montreal
Stefan, Detroit
Berthiaume, Winn.
Keans, Boston
Barrasso, Buffalo
Hanlon, Detroit
Smith, NYI
Fuhr, Edmonton
TRINITY HOCKEY
Final Scoring Leaders
Name G
Jay Williamson 18
;. Michael Murphy 18
TripManley 10
Bob Loeber 16
Kevin Robinson 15
** Larry Trinceri 10
Bill Kenney 2
, Bill Branson 11
"MattKeator 9
Michael Anderson 6
Bill Macartney 12
Goaltending
Name Min
Dave Murray 920
Steve Gorman 620
. PatMcCabe 20
Totals 1560
Min.
1446
2042
2342
2517
3032
2056
1364
2467
1660
2618
2263
1747
3834
A
24
19
25
18
15
20
21
12
14
14
8
GA
51
28
0
79
Pts
42
37
35
34
30
30
23
23
23
20
20
Svs
406
266
12
684
One AdditionalArbitration Loser
* Player
John Franco, Cincinnati
' , , , , 'I' — " — ' in———I- in—ill i — W M B — a — M —
of 3/6/88)
Gls
62
100
116
126
154
106
71
132
90
142
124
97
216
Pet
.888
.905
1.000
.897
ShO GAA
1 2.57
2 2.94
3 2.97
4 3.00
2 3.05
1 3.09
1 3.12
2 3.21
1 3.25
i 3.25
3 3.29
1 3.33
3 3.38
Fencing
IFA Championship
at Columbia University
1. Columbia-100
2. Penn-92
3. YaIe-90
4. Princeton-70
5. Rutgers-67
5. NYU-67
GAA W-L SO
3.33 14-2 0
2.71 8-2 1
0.00 0-0 0
3.04 22-4 1
1987 Salary Club Figure His Figure
$300,000 $675,000 $925,000
NBA Steals Leaders (3/13/88)
G
Jordan, Chicago 58
Robertson, S.A. 55
Stockton, Utah 57
Lever, Denver 57
Drexler, Portland 56
Jackson, N.Y. 57
Cheeks, Phila. 58
Adams, Denver 57
Harper, Dallas 58
Porter, Portland 57
Stls
196
171
162
156
139
138
130
118
119
113
Avg.
3.38
3.11
2.84
2.74
2.48
2.42
2.24
2.07
2.05
1.98
NHL Shooting Percentage Leaders (3/13/88)
Player
Craig Simpson, Pitt./Edm.
Mikko Makela, N.Y. Islanders
Peter Stastny, Quebec
Joe Nieuwendyk, Calgary
Pat Verbeek, New Jersey
Bob Probert, Detroit
Hakan Loob, Calgary
Paul MacDermid, Hartford
Motorcycle Racing
$187,000 Daytona 200
at Daytona Beach, Florida
1. Kevin Schwantz-107.801 mph
2. Doug Polen- 52.7 seconds behind
Tennis
DuPont Classic
at Orlando, Florida
Singles Final
Pet.
30.7
26.6
25.9
26.1
25.5
25.1
24.8
23.9
Andrei Chesnokov, USSR, def. Miroslav Mecir (2),
Czech., 7-6 (8-6), 6-1
SPORTING NEWS MEN1 SDIVII
COLLEGE BASKETBALL POLL
1
1. Temple
2. Oklahoma
3. Purdue
4. Arizona
5. Pittsburgh
6. Duke
7. Syracuse
8. North Carolina
9. Michigan
10. Brigham Young
11. Loyola-Marymount
12. Kentucky
13. Bradley
14. Iowa
15. North Carolina St.
16. Illinois
17. Kansas State
18. Xavier,Ohio
19. Missouri
20. U.N.L.V.
Boxing
Record
27-1
27-3
26-2
28-2
22-5
21-6
22-8
22-5
23-6
24-4
26-3
22-5
25-4
21-8
23-6
20-9
20-7
22-3
18-9
26-4
at the Felt Forum; New York
middleweights;
Iran BarkleyKO'd Michael
Silk"OlajideinRound5.
Speedskating
World Cup Sprints
at Savalen, Norway
500M- l.DanJansen, USA.
"the
,37.68
2. Jan Ykema, the Netherlands,
37.72
3. Jens-Uwe Mey, GDR, 38
4. NickThometz, USA, 38.
.08
11
i t s "
irk. The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
This week's College View Athlete Of The Week is Alex
Michos. Michos, a senior, completed a very successful
indoor track season with a 5th place finish in the 55m
hurdles in the ECAC's at Lewiston, Me. Michos ran a 9,01 in
the semifinals, breaking her old record of 9.48 for the fifth
time this year, and then turned in a sizzling 9,03 clocking in
the finals to garner fifth place in the event. Michos was the
MVP for the indoor track team this season - our congratula-
tions to her for a fanatstic performance!
Good Luck To
Teams Heading
South For
Spring Break
Tuesday Is $3 Pitcher Night At The View
Wim—mM
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Trinity Baseball Prepares ForTripTo Florida
-By Bill Charest-
Assisiunt Spurts Editor
The Trinity Baseball team, [hanks to
some cooperation from Mother Nature,
hegan its outdoor practices this past
week, in preparation for its trip to Florida
over Spring Break. This year's Florida
schedule is a challenging one, with
Amhersl being I he season opener on
March 21, and Williams (twice). South-
ern Maine, and Colby providing the
toughest of the Bantams' other seven
games in the Sunshine State.
Coach Robie Shults is optimistic that
his learn will improve on last year's 7-13
finish. "We need to have a good year
from our pitching staff," said Shults,
citing the 6.3 walks per game yielded by
Bantam pitchers last year. As a result,
Shults is taking eight pitchers to Florida,
including the staff's ace, junior Dave
Federman. Federman pitched well all of
last year, and handled most of the team's
crucial games, but at times seemed to
suffer from overwork. This year, the
Bantams are relying on juniors Dave
Port and Paul Stanton, sophomores Ja-
son Hicks and Bill Sullivan, and fresh-
men Chris Donlan, Rocco DeMaio, and
David Grant to provide support. Should
any of these pitchers break through with
a solid year, Federman\s effectiveness
certainly will be enhanced, and a repeat
of last year's 7.00 team ERA will be
quite unlikely.
Junior team captain Jay "The Ham-
mer" Williamson, a great power-hitter
and tremendous defensive asset, will
start behind the plate. Coach Shults said
that he ideally would like to bat Wil-
liamson third, to insure him of an at-bat
in the first inning. However, a more
likely scenario has him batting fourth,
due to his power and experience. Fresh-
man Marc Rozzi may spell Williamson
occasionally, in order to lessen the load.
The infield has remained fairly intact,
with the exception of first base. Many
players have been given a crack at this
position, including DeMaio (who may
see some action on the mound), versatile
sophomore player Todd Levine (who
will also back up Williamson, and serve
as a part-time DH), and David Grant.
The rest of the infield is rock-solid,
with three veterans hoping to improve
on last year's fine performances, and
with capable backups at every position.
Frank Bonomo, the only senior on the
roster, starts at second base, and is
backed up by sophomore Chris Brown.
Shortstop Keith Lonergan hopes to con-
tinue his sterling play, after a tremen-
dous freshman year last season. Fresh-
man Mike Davis looks to see some ac-
tion at short as well.Third base is the
domain of junior Matt Miller. Miller, a
.300 hitter in each of his first two sea-
sons, is a great fielder, and has worked
hard over the off-season to increase his
power-hitting. Freshman Rob Delena, as
well as Jay Williamson and Levine, are
more-than-adequate backups to Miller.
The outfield looks more than respect-
able as well. Junior Dave Starensier is
back again to start in center field, with
sophomore J.P. Marra starting the year
in right. Freshman Rick Rogalski, who
will see action in left field, provides a
valuable left-handed bat in the lineup.
Pressing him for a position will be
sophomore Stu Meltzer, a transfer from
Michigan.Otherplayers, including Lev-
ine and Federman, might see some out-
field duty, if the situation calls for it.
This past Saturday saw the Bantams
play a marathon, 15-inning scrimmage
against Division 1 Central Connecticut.
The Bantams eventually ended up on the
short end of a 7-2 score, but were hardly
discouraged. Central had a very power-
ful lineup, and hit some absolutely tow-
ering blasts. But the Bants accomplished
their main goal of giving everyone a
chance to experience real-game situ-
ations. The team as a whole made only
two errors in the 14 innings, a figure
certainly indicative of solid play in the
field. Matt Miller said of the scrimmage,
"It was a really long practice, but 1 think
we looked good out there, and the whole
team is optimistic about getting our sea-
son under way." Given their solid effort
against a strong opponent on Saturday,
the Bants have every right to be.
One of the team's main goals is to
score more runs than last year, and they
should be able to manufacture a very
strong batting order. With Williamson,
Miller, Lonergan and Levine being the
heart of the Buniam offensive attack,
and promising freshmen DeMaio and
Rogalski, Coach Shulis remarked that
the team "doesn't have an automatic out
in the lineup." Baserunning was a
strength for the team last year, with the
Bants stealing 36 bases in 40 attempts,
and showing a great penchant for taking
the extra base. Continuing this aggres-
sive play can only serve to help the
team's performance and spirit. Shults
has not decided on a set lineup as of this
date, but hopes that the trip to Florida
enables him to find the permutations that
will maximize the Bantam attack.
The Bantams face an ambitious
schedule this year, with Wesleyan (three
times), AmhersMtwice), Colby, and per-
ennial power Eastern Connecticut being
the most challenging contests. Coach
Shults offered some cautious optimism,
saying that "the team is quite optimistic,
and 1 am, too, but I don't think we can
consider ourselves to be better on paper
than everyone we play." The team is
very strong up the middle defensively
(Williamson catching, Lonergan at
.short, Bonomo at second, and Starensier
in center), has a solid fielder at the hot
corner (Miller) and has a pitching staff
that can't help but be a major improve-
ment from last year: it will be much more
difficult to score runs off the Bants this
year. As Bill Sullivan noted, "expecta-
tions are really high this year," and the
team has worked very hard to improve
both on and off the field. Senior Frank
Bonomo, as well as captain Jay William-
son and the rest of the junior class are
expected to provide the leadership on a
team that has a good mix of upperclass-
men and talented younger players. The
extra efforts can only help - look for
some good things from the Bants in the
coming season.
Freshman Mike Davis on deck in the scrimmage against Central Connecticut. The Bants lost 7-2 after 15 innings.I'hnio
Michos And Gemmell At ECAC's
-By Judson Farnsworth-
Special to the Tripod
As the majority of Trinity's track ath-
letes prepared for the training trip south
in Tampa and the rapidly approaching
outdoor season, six runners completed a
lengthy winter schedule with various
qualifying meets in Boston, Maine and
Northampton.
Co-captain Matt Donahue journeyed
Trinity Tennis prepares for the 1988 season. File photo.
to Boston University for the New Eng-
land Championships February 26th as
the last seed in the 24-man 800
meter field. B.U.'s banked plywood and
Tartan track, widely regarded as one of
the fastest in the world, proved to be less
to Donahue's liking, as his knees gave
out after a "comfortable" 54.8 first 400.
"We weren't allowed to warm up on the
track and I've never run on it before,"
said the senior later. "Even the first lane
is tilted on the curves and my joints just
blew out. I really can't wait until we get
outside." Donahue's time, while not as
fast as he would have liked at 1:57.6,
was still a personal best that placed him
19th overall and puts in him fine posi-
tion for his final season.
Alex Michos also ran in the New
Englands at B.U., in the women's 55
meter hurdles, but had the advantage of
racing on a straightaway. Two weeks'
absence from competition did not help
her position as last seed, but her time of
9.13 put her ahead of three competitors.
Michos knew she lacked snap over the
hurdles, but was glad she raced. "I
learned just from watching the best hur-
dlers in New England, and since the two
best are Division III women, I'll be bet-
ter prepared for the ECAC's next week."
The senior history major was as good
as her word the following weekend in
Lewiston, Maine, where she took on the
best non-scholarship athletes in the larg-
est college conference in the country.
Michos opened the trials with a 9.04
clocking, breaking her own 2 year-old
record of 9.48 for the fifth time this year
and easily qualifying for the semifinals
an hour later. Lined up next to Williams'
Dawn McCauley, an All-American last
spring, Michos flew over the hurdles in
9.01 to make the 8-woman finals the next
day. There she fulfilled Coach
Magoun's projection and finished fifth
in 9.03. "She's done a heck of a job all
season, slicing a half second from her
record, running the mile relay with p.b.
splits and winning the triple jump on her
last attempt at Williams," commented
Magoun. "That's why she's our indoor
MVP, and why she has a good shot at the
spring Nationals in the 100 meter
hurdles. These indoor races emphasize
the start too much."
That was an opinion Co-Captain Lu-
cia Dow and Kay McGowan heartily
agreed with. They had qualified in the 55
meter dash, only to be disappointed in
the trials to the finals after the starter
stood everyone up because of some pre-
gun fidgeting. Both came out of the
blocks poorly when the gun finally went
off, and although McGowan ran the third
fastest time in Trinity history, 7.84, nei-
ther made a final where the last All-
ECAC place ran 7.77. "We haven't
competed in three weeks and it's impos-
sible to be sharp off that,' said Dow later.
"But we know we can make the 100
meter final in May."
Trinity's last post-season entrant was
Craig Gemmell, who made the indoor
and outdoor National Division III
Championships with his 1500 meter rec-
ord of 3:52.36 at the Conn. States. He
and Magoun did not have to go far for the
trials last Friday, as Smith sponsored the
indoor version in their brand new 200
meter facility, allowing some twenty
alumni and teammates to cheer on the
second seed in the event. Notwithstand-
ing that position, Gemmell was a little
uneasy at the starting line. "I'm almost
tired of running," he said afterwards.
"Cross-country was a tough season and
I've been training really hard for two
months for track. That's why I skipped
the New Englands two weeks ago and 1
eased up in training since then, but just
warming up I could tell I had nothing.'
At the start the Bantam co-captain took
the lead, and slowed the pack down after
a 29.5 opening 200. After passing the
800 in 2:05.7, however, Gemmell lost
the lead, unable to maintain his pace as
Carleton's Dan Casper won in 3:51.86
before going on to win the final Satur-
day. "That trial time would have won the
meet last year," said Magoun. Craig s
3:57.14 would have been fourth in the
other heat but he still wouldn't have
made the final. Still, He's come a long
way from his high school time of 4:13.
and the experience will stand him in
good stead come the trip to Minnesota in
May. He's undefeated in dual meets in-
doors, he's shown he can run with any
field, and that's why he's indoor My-
But I'd say we're all looking forward to
heading south."
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